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Abstract
For system integrators, optimizing complex industrial robotic applications (e.g. robotised weld-
ing) is a difficult and time-consuming task. This procedure is rendered tedious and often very hard
to achieve when the operator cannot access the robotic system once in operation, perhaps because
the installation is far away or because of the operational environment. In these circumstances, as
an alternative to physically visiting the installation site, the system integrator may rely on addi-
tional nearby sensors to remotely acquire the necessary process information. While it is hard to
completely replace this trial and error approach, it is possible to provide a way to gather process in-
formation more effectively that can be used in several robotic installations. This thesis investigates
the use of a "monitoring robot" in addition to the task robot(s) that belong to the industrial process
to be optimized. The monitoring robot can be equipped with several different sensors and can be
moved into close proximity of any installed task robot so that it can be used to collect information
from that process during and/or after the operation without interfering. The thesis reviews related
work in the industry and in the field of teleoperation to identify the most important challenges in
remote monitoring and teleoperation. From the background investigation it is clear that two very
important issues are: i) the nature of the teleoperator’s interface and; ii) the efficiency of the shared
control between the human operator and the monitoring system. In order to investigate these two
issues efficiently it was necessary to create experimental scenarios that operate independently from
any application scenario, so an abstract problem domain is created. This way the monitoring sys-
tem’s control and interface can be evaluated in a context that presents challenges that are typical
of a remote monitoring task but are not application domain specific. Therefore the validity of
the proposed approach can be assessed from a generic and, therefore, more powerful and widely
applicable perspective. The monitoring framework developed in this thesis is described, both in
the shared control design choices based on virtual fixtures (VF) and the implementation in a 3D
visualization environment. The monitoring system developed is evaluated with a usability study
with user participants. The usability study aims at assessing the system’s performance along with
its acceptance and ease of use in a static monitoring task, accompanied by user-filled TLX ques-
tionnaires. Since future work will apply this system in real robotic welding scenarios, this thesis
finally reports some preliminary work in such an application.
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ANOVA Analysis of variance.. 108, 110
CT Completion Time. It is the time to complete a single task with respect to the experiments of
the current work, from the start event to the end event.. 92, 107, 110, 114
DOF Degree of freedom. In the case of a robot manipulator it refers to the number of independent
relative motions between its links. DOFs or dofs is used to indicate plural.. 40, 48, 75, 94,
95, 120
FD-HS FD controller high speed interface. It is a custom-made interface based on two mini PCs
that can read the robot’s joint values and control its position via a position control loop.. 67,
72, 78, 79, 83, 84
NC Number of Commands. The number of control commands that a user inputted during a single
task. It is representing the number of movements issued to the monitoring robot.. 93
NCA Number of Corrective Actions. The number of times the system with virtual fixtures actively
filters a user movement that would otherwise lead to entering a forbidden region. Corrective
actions can be registered only when redirection is enabled.. 93, 103–105, 107, 112
NPV Number of Constraint Pseudo-violations. The number of times that the system has collided
with a virtual fixture.. 93, 103–105, 107, 112
TCP Tool centre point: is the point used for robot positioning in any robot program that involves
targets defined in the Cartesian space. The TCP is defined as a transformation from the robot
flange.. 87
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TLX Task Load Index. In this document TLX will be used to refer to the NASA-TLX.. 91, 95,
100–102, 105–110, 112
TRL Technology readiness level. It’s a method for estimating the maturity of technologies. It was
developed by NASA.. 12, 13
VF Virtual Fixture. 27, 50, 52, 53, 59, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 71, 76, 78, 80–82, 90–93, 103, 104,
106–108, 111–114, 116–118, 120
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1 Introduction
Generally speaking, since the advent of numerically controlled (NC) machines
in the 1950s, the manufacturing industry has become more and more heavily au-
tomated, with major impact on the volume of production and on the accuracy in
fulfilling the specifics (Gasparetto and Scalera, 2019). Then, after the first wave
of modern robotised automation was introduced into industrial processes during
the middle of the 1970s, industrial robotic applications have only increased and
diversified further (Gasparetto and Scalera, 2019).
Since 2010 there has been a further acceleration in demand due to the contin-
ued innovative development and improvement of industrial robots. By 2014, there
was a 29% increase in robot sales across the globe (IFR, 2018). With robot sales
increasing over the years, the business opportunities increased for both robot man-
ufacturers - new companies were created - and system integrators which were often
required to design robotic cells to meet the customers’ needs. However, the chal-
lenges and needs for robot manufacturers and system integrators are sometimes
surprisingly different. Generally speaking, robot manufacturers are interested in
the overall performance of their robots, and aim at providing the capabilities to
solve an increasingly larger set of industrial tasks. On the other hand, system inte-
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grator typically work with a robotic system after the basic requirements have been
met, meaning that the robot is surely capable of executing a certain task given a set
of requirements. What system integrators need instead are the "tools" and meth-
ods to efficiently optimize and set up the system for the customer’s application.
The "tools" can be, for example, a more user friendly interface for programming
a palletizing task, or turn-key solutions to perform auxiliary tasks (e.g calibration,
machine vision). If the tuning and optimization of the final system is in the interest
of system integrators, this can easily fall outside of the scope of robot manufactur-
ers for marketing reasons.
More specifically, for complex robotic applications (e.g robotised welding),
one of the most time-consuming phases of a project is the actual process opti-
mization, in contrast to the path programming. Continuous process tuning can
take up to 80% of the overall optimization phase of a project (Zimber et al., 2016).
This information is also in line with the fact that making path programming faster
generally falls in line with the robot manufacturers’ intent to improve their prod-
ucts: path programming is less application dependent and makes robots appealing
to a broader range of users.
This is usually due to discrepancies between the models and the actual be-
haviour of complex systems, and the system integrator needs to fine tune the final
installation by trial and error to obtain the desired quality. This procedure is even
more tedious when the operator cannot access the robotic system once in operation
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and must rely on additional sensors to acquire the necessary process information.
However, it is often difficult to find a permanent placement for the sensors to be
able to fully monitor the process at any given time during the trials, and this would
also be a very expensive and potentially unreliable approach, if applied to all of
the robot installations. While it is hard to completely replace this trial and error
approach, it should be possible to provide a way to gather process information
more effectively that can be used in several robotic installations.
Research into systems that improve the efficiency and overall cost of the pro-
cess tuning phase can have a significant impact on the advancement of complex
robotised application such as robotised welding, as well as design of the processes
themselves.
1.1 Aim and Objectives
The aim of this thesis and the objectives that delivered that aim are described in
this section. In Section 1.1.1 below, some terms that are used throughout the thesis
are introduced and explained to aid the reader of this thesis, and their definition is
followed by a series of research questions that the remainder of the thesis attempts
to answer adequately.
However, before we come to the contents of Section 1.1.1, an effort is here
made to describe as clearly as possible the underlying aim of this thesis, before
the introduction of those additional definitions.
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The aim of this thesis is to present a platform comprised of hardware
equipment and software that enables a system integrator to remotely fine
tune the operation of an industrial task oriented robotic system by using
an additional robot used to monitor the operational behaviour of such
robotic system.
The aim of the thesis can be then delivered if the following core objectives can
be achieved:
• Identify a list of core challenges in the field of teleoperation and relate them
to an industrial application scenario of remote monitoring.
• Provide a method to enable remote navigation of a monitoring robotic unit
that allows both teleoperation and autonomous navigation.
• Provide a solution that, by using a set of feedback modalities, assists the
operator during remote control of the monitoring robot by avoiding sensory
overload.
• Design a set of experiments for the evaluation of the navigation method and
the feedback modalities selected.
• Provide an operational solution that addresses the challenges of telerobotics,
viewpoint control and the camera placement problem.
The process of achieving those objective is also summarised in Section 1.1.2,
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where the most important steps during the development of this research are de-
scribed.
1.1.1 Research Questions
The main body of this thesis, although often described with an automated welding
application in mind, is general in nature and applicable to a wide range of shared-
control teleoperated application domains. In fact, the next chapter investigates a
set of such application domains and links them to common real world challenges.
Such challenges come from unsolved issues that still have a very wide ranging
significance across the field of teleoperation in general. From there, the discussion
is gradually focused on two of the most important challenges arising from these
unsolved issues:
• Efficient shared control between the remote human operator and the robot’s
semi-autonomous but locally situated AI.
• The nature of the teleoperator’s interface to the remote machine that allows
maximum data flow to the user whilst introducing minimal cognitive loading.
In order to investigate these two main issues effectively, it is necessary to dis-
ambiguate them from each other, and from potentially confusing other details of
any one particular application scenario.
As such, it is clear that the content of this thesis was initially motivated by a set
of unsolved high Technology Readiness Level (TRL) challenges that robot system
12
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integrators currently face. In order to investigate those issues effectively it was
necessary to do so from the perspective of experiments devised at a significantly
lower TRL. Nonetheless, at the end of the thesis, the TRL is again raised, so as
to present an example of a practical demonstration of the application of the ideas
investigated earlier in the thesis, thus giving the reader a sense of the potential for
future industrial impact of the developed ideas.
To aid the reader of this thesis further, a distinction is made between the two
"types" of robots discussed in later chapters, based on their role in the workspace.
These two terms will be used frequently throughout the thesis:
• Task Robot: a robotic unit which is executing a, normally pre-programmed,
application domain task. Throughout this thesis, robotised welding will be
the most frequent example for the task carried out by the task robot.
• Monitoring Robot: this additional robotic unit would normally be temporar-
ily moved to be adjacent to a task robot, and its role would be to enable a
user to inspect such a task remotely, in an efficient shared control manner.
The monitoring robot is then typically equipped with the sensors that are
deemed necessary to accomplish the monitoring job.
The purpose of this thesis’ research is then to investigate and develop a frame-
work for the control of a monitoring robot, with the industrial robotic application
domain in mind. A 3D representation of such a scenario is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: 3D representation of the monitoring robot and the task robot in a welding application.
c©2020 IEEE
In the process of abstracting the challenges faced in teleoperation from the
details of any one application domain, the following questions have been posed.
Answering the following questions throughout the thesis will highlight the contri-
bution of this thesis in the investigation of the two main issues previously men-
tioned.
I) What are the challenges related to monitoring a system with an external mon-
itoring robot?
II) Is it possible to provide remote flexible viewpoint selection independently of
the task that is being performed?
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III) What are the design choices to have a seamless transition between an au-
tonomous mode of operation for a monitoring robot and a mode that allows
for user input?
1.1.2 Methodology
In order to answer the three questions posed in the previous section, the research
can be summarised in the following steps:
1. Description of the issues for industrial robotic processes and of what could
benefit the system integrators’ job during the set up of a robotic cell.
2. List of the challenges related to telerobotics, viewpoint control and the cam-
era placement problem according to what has been identified during the ini-
tial investigation.
3. Development of the first concept of a monitoring framework based on
Unity3D and ROS which is capable of controlling a robot in real time for
remote inspection.
4. Development of a virtual fixtures based approach for the control of the mon-
itoring robot, which allows for both manual adjustments and autonomous
motion.
5. Usability study with untrained participants with the monitoring framework
on a static inspection task.
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6. Selection of an extra modality to convey information about obstacles outside
the field of view or singularity configuration that has been assumed by the
monitoring robot.
7. Tests of the second iteration of the monitoring framework on a static inspec-
tion task.
These steps were necessary in order to achieve the latest version of the mon-
itoring framework. During the development, a further process of trial and
error was sometimes needed in order to achieve an acceptable level of intu-
itiveness and usability of the system and its component.
1.2 Publications
Part of the work throughout the research period has been published in relevant
conferences. In particular, two papers have been published in conference pro-
ceedings, another publication has been accepted for publication in the conference
proceedings. The abstracts can be found on page 122.
• Edited versions of Sections 3.2.2, 3.2 have been published in:
Sita, E., Horváth, C. M., Thomessen, T., Korondi, P., and Pipe, A. G. (2017).
ROS-Unity3D based system for monitoring of an industrial robotic process.
In the IEEE/SICE International Symposium on System Integration proceed-
ings, pages 1047-1052.
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• Edited versions of Sections 3.1, 3.1.1 have been published in: Sita, E.,
Thomessen, T., Pipe, A. G., Dailami, F., and Studley, M. (2018). Robot
Companion for Industrial Process Monitoring Based on Virtual Fixtures.
In the 44th Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society
proceedings, pages 6051-6056.
• Edited version of Chapter 4 has been published in: Sita, E., Thomessen, T.,
Pipe, A. G., Studley, M., and Dailami, F. (2020). Usability Study of a Robot
Companion for Monitoring Industrial Processes. In the 5th Asia-Pacific Con-
ference on Intelligent Robot Systems (ACIRS) proceedings, pages 37-42.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2 the type of robotic applications that can commonly occur in an indus-
trial scenario are briefly treated and then the challenges related to the optimization
of certain robotic applications are discussed. More specifically, the chapter intro-
duces the concept of an external monitoring robot for the inspection of industrial
processes and then describes the fields that are closely related to the research ac-
tivity that has been conducted. The specific application of robotised welding is
used as the reference case for the discussion throughout both Chapter 2 and the
rest of this thesis.
In Chapter 3 the system that enables control of the monitoring robot and inter-
action with the human operator is described. The algorithms to control the mon-
17
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itoring robot are developed in Unity3D (Technologies, 2017) and the framework
is bridged to ROS to allow the communication with ROS-compatible machines
(robots and sensors) and third-party algorithms. Moreover, the approach adopted
(virtual fixtures) to allow for both autonomous and manual motion of the mon-
itoring robot is also described. The preliminary work that has been carried out
for the study of the system in an autonomous task is also described briefly and a
demonstration of its potential is presented.
In Chapter 4 the monitoring system is evaluated in a problem domain that is
strongly linked but critically abstracted from the details of any one application
domain. In this chapter, the control of the monitoring robot based on virtual fix-
tures is compared to a constraint-free control mode during a monitoring task with
a static workpiece (Section 4.2), with additional obstacles and eventually with ad-
ditional feedback to improve navigation (Section 4.4). The behaviour of the mon-
itoring robot and the control interface is then discussed in light of a real industrial
application, robotised welding, and the additional challenges are discussed.
In Chapter 5 the main contributions of this research activity in the field of indus-
trial robotics are discussed. The use of a monitoring robot and its control system
are critically analysed in their advantages and limitations in the context of opti-
mizing industrial processes. Finally, part of the limitations of the system are used
to identify future directions for further improvements and research activities.
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2 Background
In general, the aim of this research is to improve a remote user’s perception of
the distal environment in order to facilitate the monitoring/controlling task. There
are two important topics that this research is spanning across: telerobotics, and
multi-modal interaction. On one hand, this research looks at telerobotics, and the
work within this area, to compare our approach in perception with current work,
in the context of reaching a good trade off between transparency and stability -
which is one of the main challenges of telerobotics. On the other hand, multi-
modal interaction is a very important research field for the current work due to the
effects that different input/output modalities can have on the overall performance
of the telepresence communication.
These topics will be broken down into sub-themes that provide the most rele-
vant context with which to compare the contribution of this research.
2.1 Telerobotics
2.1.1 Mobile and Non-mobile
The first distinction that should be made is between mobile and non-mobile teler-
obotics. The first assumes that the remote robotic system is capable of large-scale
19
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movements in the remote environment. Therefore mobile telerobotics deals with
sometimes slightly different challenges than non-mobile telerobotics, like the nav-
igation control and interface, or the perception of the surroundings. In space ex-
ploration for example, teleoperated robots and autonomous robots can cooperate
with astronauts to facilitate their tasks and to perform auxiliary functions during
space missions (Landis, 2004; Fong et al., 2012). Schmidt, Landis, and Oleson
(2012) discuss a project where mobile telerobotics can decrease or entirely re-
move the risk of user-related elements in space missions, while at the same time
offering benefits on the decision making process and perception of the remote
environment. Navigation for mobile telereobotics is naturally a very important
challenge. In particular, researchers are focusing on ways to pass task-related in-
formation to the operator in order to improve the navigation. Stone et al. (2009)
presented a study in which an augmented reality interface could aid the user in
a land-based navigation task. A completely different perspective in the naviga-
tion problem was taken by Salmeròn-Garcìa et al. (2015) where they proposed a
cloud-based computational architecture to reduce the amount of processing that
the robotic system has to perform in order to improve the communication with the
operator. In their work instead, Saltaren et al. (2007) proposed a new underwater
parallel robot (UPR) and the challenges related to its control to perform complex
underwater tasks (Figure 2.1 and 2.2).
In mobile telerobotics, rescue robotics is also a very active research field. Birk,
20
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(a) c©2007 IEEE (Saltaren et al., 2007) (b) c©2012 IEEE (Fong et al., 2012)
Figure 2.1: Examples of mobile telerobotics for remote inspection and manipulaiton tasks: (a)
REMO robot, (b) K10 Rover.
Schwertfeger, and Pathak (2009) argue that teleoperation of safe, security rescue
robotics (SSRR) needs to move beyond simple mapping between user-inputs and
robots’ motor actuators. For such systems the control needs to reach the behaviour
and mission-level, so that the user would be capable of inputting high-level com-
mands and supervise the whole network of sub-systems and agents. In rescue
robotics navigation is understandably only a sub-challenge, while many other re-
searchers are focusing on the human-robot interactions and interfaces to execute
the complex task once a target location has been reached and they won’t be men-
tioned here. Kristoffersson, Coradeschi, and Loutfi (2013) provide on the other
hand a review of the applications and approaches in mobile telerobotics and telep-
resence.
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(a) Robonaut 2, (Fong et al., 2012)
c©2012 IEEE
(b) CERNbot mobile unit, (Di Castro, Ferre, and
Masi, 2018)
c©2018 IEEE
Figure 2.2: Examples of mobile telerobotics for remote inspection and manipulaiton tasks.
What will be treated more in depth however is non-mobile telerobotics, where
relatively small-scale movement of an end-effector and the links connecting that
end-effector to a fixed base is all that takes place; here problems concomitant with
self-localisation and navigation do not occur. It is important to notice how the chal-
lenges in this area are relevant also for mobile telerobotics, but for the purpose of
this research the focus is in the control strategies and approaches for the control of
a robotic manipulator, on a stationary base. According to the presence or absence
of time delays in the communication and the task to accomplish, many different
control schemes and solutions have been explored in order to achieve a suitable
trade-off between transparency and stability. The control strategies and their dif-
ferences will be analysed in more detail in the following paragraph. The second
part of this paragraph will highlight the different application domains which ben-
efit from telerobotics solutions. According to the task’s details, the particular ap-
plication takes a more appropriate name such as tele-manipulation - when the task
22
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is to manipulate objects in the environment (Mitra and Niemeyer, 2008; Xia et al.,
2012; Niemeyer and Slotine, 2004) - or in the healthcare sector telesurgery (An-
gelini and Papaspyropoulos, 2000; Hagn et al., 2010), where the tasks consist of a
surgical operation performed with a telerobotic system. Regardless of the partic-
ular application, these research areas all share the fact that an operator is in total
or partial control of the remote system and can send control commands through a
user interface. Moreover, they all face the challenge of communicating effectively
information to the operator, and the challenge of adopting a suitable set of control
inputs and control strategy that allows for low-error rate operations (and possibly
also short execution time). The next section will give an overview of relevant ap-
proaches to the problem of finding a suitable control strategy, and it will try to
highlight the particular assumptions and constraints that characterise them.
2.1.2 Control Modalities
Although by definition in telerobotics the controlled system and the operator are
physically apart, that doesn’t necessarily mean that there will be significant de-
lays in the communication that will interfere with the overall success-rate and
execution time. For example, in telesurgery the robotic system and the surgeon’s
interface are in some cases in the same network, with nearly zero delays. In a
telemanipulation task performed in space instead, the extreme distance between
the user (on earth) and the robotic system in space is source of significant delays
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and flaws in the communication. It is then natural to see researchers focusing on
different control strategies depending on the different constraints that need to be
dealt with. The work mentioned in this literature review regards bilateral control,
that is a teleoperation mode where the slave can reflect back to the master reaction
or software generated forces from the task being performed. Although reflecting
forces back to the operator can increase his/her perception of the environment and
potentially improve performances, it may cause instability if there are delays in the
communication. The trade off between a more transparent communication and a
stable system has been the main focus of researchers in bilateral teleoperation and
an historical survey has been produced by Hokayem and Spong (Hokayem and
Spong, 2006). The authors highlighted how a more transparent system can pro-
vide the user a sense of the remote environment at the expense of the stability of
the remote communication and is mostly considered when the system needs to
interact with the remote environment. On the other hand, the authors have also in-
dicated how force-based methods have explored the concept of passivity to ensure
the stability of the communication, partly sacrificing the amount of information
that can be reflected back to the user when interacting with the remote environ-
ment. The work in bilateral operation can be divided into passive and non-passive
approaches, where passivity can be briefly described as a condition between con-
trol inputs and feedbacks that ensures the stability of the system. Passivity makes
the whole telerobotic system stable and more robust to time delays but at the ex-
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pense of transparency. In fact, passivity is only a sufficient but not necessary
condition for the stability of the communication, and therefore some researchers
have suggested also non-passive control strategies (Polushin, Liu, and Lung 2007;
Hua and Liu 2011; Hua and Liu 2009). Passive control approaches instead can be
further divided into two categories, depending whether they deal with constant or
time-varying delays. As for the latter case, research contributions have been made
by Chopra et al. (2003) and Pan, Canudas-de-Wit, and Sename (2006), Wu et al.
(2012) and Soleimani et al. (2014), and Xia et al. (2012).
Figure 2.3: System example from (Huang, Shi, and Wu, 2012) c©2012 IEEE
Figure 2.4: Teleoperator Layout by (Bate, Cook, and Li, 2011) c©2011 IEEE
A comparative study of different passive teleoperation control schemes with
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respect of time delays has been performed in (Arcara and Melchiorri, 2002) and
more recent contributions have been proposed by (Bate, Cook, and Li 2011; Ye
and Liu 2010; Huang, Shi, and Wu 2012) (Figure 2.3 and 2.4). The major limita-
tion of the aforementioned contributions is the assumption that the time delays in
the communication are symmetrical in nature, meaning that the data flowing from
remote to local and from local to remote experience the same delay. However, in
practice this assumption does not always stand due to the unpredictable instability
of the communication channel, especially true in extreme conditions such as tele-
manipulation in space. That is why some recent contributions (Tumerdem 2017;
Yang et al. 2017) have been focusing on bilateral teleoperation control schemes
under asymmetrical time-varying delays in order to achieve stability under such
unpredictable conditions. One peculiarity of the approach of Yang et al. (2017) is
the adoption of a neural network to approximate the uncertain model of the tele-
operator and the external disturbances. The passivity assumption is dropped and
the stability criterion is developed taking into account non-passive human operator
actions and remote environment insertion forces (Yang et al., 2017).
When time delays are not a major issue in the communication instead, the trade-
off transparency/stability can be changed in favour of more transparency of the
system. In particular it is interesting to investigate methods that are applicable to
the control of a monitoring robot, which won’t exert forces on the environment.
The robot instead will be able to move almost freely in the environment with the
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exception of some forbidden areas or trajectories, for which the master device will
reflect certain reactive forces. Even though the forces replicated at the master side
are not physically caused but rather software generated (the robot’s end effector is
not interacting with any environmental part), this kind of teleoperation control can
still be considered bilateral. The monitoring robot’s movements need to be biased
whenever necessary, without overloading the operator, and a significantly relevant
approach for that, also used in bilateral teleoperation, involves the so called virtual
fixtures (VF) or active constraints. The generation of such constraints at run time
is an essential element in the control of the monitoring robot that will be the sub-
ject of this research. More specifically, the constraints will serve the purpose of
allowing end effector orientation adjustment (and minor position alignment) dur-
ing the automatic tracking of the industrial task being monitored. The constraints
will be used to convey information about the limits of the monitoring robot pose
and to guide the user at realigning the view with the original trajectory (more on
this topic in the next section). In bilateral teleoperation, one of the direct advan-
tages of VF is the fact that the constraints can be changed dynamically, added or
removed (inhibited) during the operation since they are software generated. Vir-
tual fixtures can then assist the user at following a certain planned trajectory, or
can prevent the tool tip from colliding with nearby surfaces. One example appli-
cation in surgical telerobotics is the use of virtual fixtures to prevent the surgeon
from damaging healthy tissue during the operation by imposing a dynamic active
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constraint on the cutting depth (Li, Ishii, and Taylor, 2007). A thorough analysis
of the different techniques in the generation of active constraints is provided by
Bowyer, Davies, and Rodriguez y Baena (2014) and their description of a gen-
eralized active constraint implementation is shown in Figure 2.5. In their work
the authors described how more complex geometries and representations can be
chosen in the definition of active constraints, however at the expense of additional
computational power required to evaluate the constraint geometry during contact
and partial penetration. On the other hand, complex geometries often allow the
generated constraints to have greater use during a task, since they can be adapted
to a specific task space configuration and not tied to a pre-defined shape.
The last part of this section will focus on some advanced techniques treated
by Bowyer, Davies, and Rodriguez y Baena (2014), for the generation of virtual
fixtures:
• Adaptive constraints
• Dynamic active constraints
• Multi-handed active constraints
Figure 2.5: Generalized active constraint implementation as summarized by (Bowyer, Davies, and
Rodriguez y Baena, 2014) c©2014 IEEE.
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In the adaptive constraints techniques, the controller (software) decides when
and how to apply the constraints based on some knowledge of the task, hardware
or users. The way to enforce such limits is using one of the well established
approaches, such as potential fields (Kuang et al. 2004; Chung, Lam, and Xu
2014), non-energy storing constraints (Kikuuwe, Takesue, and Fujimoto 2008;
Hennekens, Constantinescu, and Steinbuch 2008), proxy and linkage simulation
(Zilles and Salisbury 1995; Abbott and Okamura 2006 in Figure 2.6, Pezzementi,
Okamura, and Hager 2007; Bowyer and Baena 2016) and reference direction fix-
tures (Bettini et al. 2004; Prada and Payandeh 2009) among others. In (Weede et
al., 2011) and (Nolin, Stemniski, and Okamura, 2003), for example, selective acti-
vation of constraints has been achieved through the use of Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), which also provide a way of imposing virtual fixtures in situations which
were not specifically programmed. HMMs have been used to interpret the user’s
control inputs and infer the current state of the system in order to apply a suitable
active constraint. In (Srimathveeravalli, Gourishankar, and Kesavadas, 2007) a
complex task is divided into sub-tasks with simple linear active constraints in each
one. In (Yu et al., 2005) the same methodology was used, but with a more com-
plicated (curved) active constraint enforced during each sub-task to also consider
obstacle avoidance. However, when many constraints are in place and the user
needs to adjust the path taken due to unplanned obstacles, the robot might become
immobilized. Marayong and Okamura in (Marayong and Okamura, 2004) suggest
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a possible approach to solving such problem. The authors researched the effects
of variable admittance ratio depending on the nature of the task. The authors con-
cluded that when many constraints and obstacles are present in the task space,
automatic admittance ratio tuning is the recommended approach and developed an
algorithm to select an appropriate admittance ratio based on the type of task to
execute. What the authors refer to as admittance ratio is described in the current
work as the admittance compliance and, as it will be described in more detail in
chapter 3, has been designed to dynamically change during the execution of the
remote task in order to better assist the user during teleoperation.
Another use of adaptive constraints has been proposed in (Li and Okamura,
2003) and (Kragic et al., 2005) in order to understand when the user was inten-
tionally leaving the path suggested by the constraints and therefore the software
needed to inhibit the correction to allow smooth free movements. Passenberg et al.
(2011) suggested an approach to the same problem by measuring the interactive
forces between user and robot.
Figure 2.6: Pseudo-admittance manipulator scheme, by (Abbott and Okamura, 2006) c©2006 IEEE
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Dynamic active constraints instead are those where the constraint geometry
moves continuously due to changes in the environment (unstructured) or due to
the task at hand (Bowyer, Davies, and Rodriguez y Baena, 2014). Most of the
research has been focusing on dynamic active constraints in telesurgery. For ex-
ample Navkar et al. used such technique based on a proximity function to con-
strain a robot end effector to follow a human beating heart (Navkar et al., 2012)
and showed that it brings significant improvements by lowering the off-path er-
rors during the operation. In (Ryden and Chizeck, 2012) the authors proposed
a method to constrain the robot to adapt to the heart’s external surface, with the
flexibility to adapt to changes in the heart’s motion thanks to real-time acquisi-
tion of the heart’s model through a range camera. In (Bowyer and Rodriguez y
Baena, 2013) instead the authors investigated the problem of active tool motion
when a dynamic constraint passed past a static tool, causing it to switch from
unconstrained to constrained region.
Finally, multi-handed active constraints involve the use of multiple manipula-
tors and deal with the problem of imposing constraints on the relative positions
of the robots while keeping the individual environmental and physical constraints
(Kapoor and Taylor, 2008). In (Xia et al., 2011) the authors showed that by remov-
ing the user guidance from one of two constrained robots, it interestingly became
autonomous and reached the constrained optimum point relative to the other.
Now that a quick description of these three approaches has been given, it is
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important to underline why such methods have been deemed to be particularly rel-
evant to this research. The characteristics of the control of the monitoring robot
will have to cope with a desired free camera movement (the user can choose the
most preferred point of view) while still imposing constraints in the motion around
the robot performing the task to monitor and the work piece. More particularly,
this research can be related to the previously mentioned approaches for the fol-
lowing properties that the monitoring strategy needs to possess:
1. Constrained movement around the task robot, and the task path. Certain
directions will be non-compliant taking also collision avoidance into account.
This element relates to the research problem of multiple active constraints in
the task space. The monitoring strategy developed in the current work will
take into account the possibility of having multiple obstacles influencing the
motion of the monitoring robot at the same time. As it was predicted by
Marayong and Okamura (2004) as the advised approach to such a problem,
a dynamic admittance ratio technique has been developed in order to ensure
the smooth behaviour of the monitoring robot when multiple constraints are
enforced.
2. Constraints enforced also when the automatic tracking of the task is active.
As the monitoring robot moves in the workspace, the active constraints need
to take into account its position relatively to the task robot. This property
of the monitoring system is related the choice of having a dynamic active
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constraint approach, as described in (Bowyer and Rodriguez y Baena, 2013).
For the monitoring system developed in this thesis, the dynamic active con-
straints have been implemented for an admittance type of control with virtual
fixtures, to achieve stability and better positional accuracy during free motion
compared to impedance control approaches.
3. Fully compliant movements when departing from restricted areas, indepen-
dently of the tracking.Such a property becomes necessary whenever partial
penetration of an active constraint occurs and the system needs to ensure
the safety of the operation and allow the user to move the monitoring robot
and exit the collision state. This challenge is addressed in the current work
by choosing a passive approach for the monitoring system, that is achieved
through the admittance control approach and by considering the direction of
motion during a collision state (directions that exit a virtual fixture will be
more compliant than the ones that increase the partial penetration).
2.2 Sensory Substitution
It is very important to observe how the control mechanism and control strategy
are influenced by the different feedback that are used in the communication (for
example force feedback or cutaneous feedback). Although visual feedbacks are
always present in all applications mentioned, solutions vary in the way they sup-
port visual stimuli to improve the user’s performance (which may be measured as
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the completion time, number of corrections, number of attempts etc.). As stated
above, one of the goals in telerobotics, is to achieve the optimal trade-off between
transparency and stability. Transparency refers to how accurate it is possible to
reproduce the sensory information collected at the remote site, like for example
the forces exerted by the end effector onto objects, their textures, the audio of the
environment and so on. Stability refers instead to the communication with the
remote system: since the user needs to process such information and act accord-
ingly, delays and other factors can worsen his/her performance and potentially
destabilise the communication. To avoid such instability one could simply reduce
the amount of information that is replicated at the user’s site, at the cost of reduc-
ing the overall system’s transparency. The degree with which a control scheme
applies restrictions on the feedbacks modalities in order to preserve stability is re-
ferred to as conservativeness. Focusing now on the feedback provided during the
communication, it has been shown that sensory substitution can bring benefits to
telerobotics applications. Although it is not possible to mention all relevant pa-
pers in the area, it is provided here context with some contributions that belong
to different fields and explore different feedback modalities. In general it has to
be noted that the main tool to obtain a transparent communication between the
operator and the telerobotic system is by exchanging both forces and positions
between master and slave (Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean, 2002). In general, this
aspect explains why a big part of the research in sensory substitution is focused on
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haptic feedback (Visell 2009; Westebring van der Putten et al. 2008; Massimino
and Sheridan 1994; Moody, Baber, and Arvanitis 2002; Wagner, Stylopoulos, and
Howe 2002). The kinesthetic part of the haptic interaction can bring instability
in the communication. Therefore in applications where safety is imperative like
telesurgery, some researchers have concentrated only on the cutaneous component
of the haptic feedback (see Figure 2.7) (Meli, Pacchierotti, and Prattichizzo 2014;
Prattichizzo, Pacchierotti, and Rosati 2012; Prattichizzo et al. 2010).
Figure 2.7: (Prattichizzo, Pacchierotti, and Rosati, 2012) c©2012 IEEE
Quek et al. (2015) suggested how fingerpad skin deformation could be a
promising form of tactile feedback to convey force and torque information in
teleoperation systems such as robot-assisted surgery, where force feedback may
be undesirable due to stability and safety concerns. Other works have proposed
an alternative to kinaesthetic in the form of vibrotactile feedbacks (Schoonmaker
and Cao, 2006), and audio/visual stimuli (Kitagawa et al. 2005, McMahan et al.
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2011) (Figure 2.8). In the same sub-area of audio-visual sensory substitution,
researchers have explored such stimuli to enhance navigation during teleoperation
(Liu and Wang, 2012). Benz and Nitsch recently presented in (Benz and Nitsch,
2017) a comparison of the effects of auditory and haptic feedback compared to
visual feedback on target localization accuracy. This contribution is relevant be-
cause it highlights how multimodal stimuli don’t always improve the information
processing done by the operator. Although this effect is not new in telerobotics
(the cognitive load of the operator has been investigated before for example in
(Prewett et al., 2010) and (Weber et al., 2013)), the authors presented a systematic
evaluation with particular attention to the loss of accuracy that too many sensory
cues can cause. In their work they observed how the visual sensory modality is
oftentimes saturated with information (Yanco, Drury, and Scholtz, 2004).
(a) (Prattichizzo, Pacchierotti, and Rosati,
2012) c©2012 IEEE
(b) (McMahan et al., 2011) c©2011 IEEE
Figure 2.8: Alternatives to kinaesthetic force feedback: vibrotactile feedback in (a) and combina-
tion of audio and visual stimuli in (b).
Consequently, the auditory and haptic information channels may be suitable
alternatives for the problem of direction information. Eventually they discovered
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that combining modalities does not necessarily lead to a superior accuracy. One in-
teresting finding is that adding auditory to haptic feedback decreases performance
compared to unimodal haptic feedback (for direction information).
All the approaches and contributions mentioned above can be seen as attempt-
ing to solve a multi-objective goal comprised of the following:
1 - Increase the transparency of the system: more information during the com-
munication can turn into increased operator’s performance
2 - Increase the stability of the system and its robustness to communication de-
lays and sensor failures
3 - Decrease the cognitive load of the operator, which translates into lower error-
rate and more stable performance during prolonged teleoperation sessions
One way to involve sensory substitution approaches in the monitoring solution of
this research is in the way spatial information is communicated to the user with-
out forcing him/her to change the viewpoint of the monitoring robot. With tactile
feedback it is possible to communicate additional information on the pose of the
monitoring robot and on the possible movement in a particular moment. As men-
tioned in the previous subsection different virtual fixtures will be used to achieve a
stable behaviour of the monitoring robot, and without additional feedback it would
be hard or impossible for the user to pinpoint the reason why the movements are
constrained in a particular situation. Understanding the nature of the active con-
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straint that is being enforced is important because the user could then adjust the
control movements to avoid unwanted reactions from the monitoring robot (e.g. if
the robot needs to change the viewpoint automatically to avoid an obstacle without
providing feedback to the user).
A small observation to point (1.) in the list is that the notion of performance
can be evaluated with different metrics depending on the aspect that is investigated
in the experiments. However, one can adopt (Steinfeld et al., 2006) definition: the
operator’s performance in the navigation task could be rated across three dimen-
sions, namely effectiveness, efficiency, and effort. Effectiveness refers to how
"well" the task is completed, and can be represented as a percentage of tasks suc-
cessfully completed. Efficiency instead refers to the time and/or resources needed
to complete the task. Finally effort, regards the workload of the operator during
the task, and could be represented as the amount of errors/mistakes made during
the operation. The next section delves deeper into the visual sensory modality to
relate the challenge of conveying more information from the telerobotic system to
the problem of the operator’s limited field of view and constrained viewpoint.
2.3 Vision and Camera Viewpoint Control
It is clear that stability is necessary in order to successfully perform a certain task
during remote communication. On the other hand however, it also important to
have an accurate representation of the state of the remote site in order to effi-
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ciently accomplish our task. In telerobotics, most of the information is conveyed
through the visual channel. Visual perception can be seen as the main contributor
to the overall understanding of the remote site as well as inefficiencies whenever
visual stimuli are insufficient. As it was mentioned earlier, many approaches have
explored how to augment such visual stimuli to increase the user’s perception
by exploiting multi-modal stimuli. Other contributions instead have investigated
how to improve the vision systems control in telerobotics applications. (Ni et al.,
2016) (Figure 2.9) have exploited additional visual stimuli, overlaying information
on top a camera feed. In (Kamezaki et al., 2014) (Figure 2.10) and (Yang et al.,
2015) instead the authors involved the selection of the most appropriate viewpoint
among many cameras according to the active phase of the teleoperation. However,
these approaches still face the problem of a limited camera viewpoint even in the
case of multiple cameras positioned in the remote environment. Furthermore, in
the case of adjustable viewpoint, previous solutions have mostly covered zoom
pan and tilt camera movements (Zhu, Gedeon, and Taylor, 2011).
One important contribution that is aligned with the approach taken in this re-
search is the one of Wilde, Chua, and Fleischner (2014) (Figure 2.9). In their
paper the authors address the problem of limited perception during teleoperation
of spacecraft docking. They adopted a robotic arm directly controlled by the oper-
ator with a camera mounted on the end effector in order to improve the operator’s
awareness during the task. The experiments showed how the partial error rates de-
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creased for almost all cases, with the exception of highly complex situations due
to the workload in operating both the camera view and the docking spacecraft.
(a) (Ni et al., 2016)
c©2016 IEEE
(b) (Wilde, Chua, and Fleischner, 2014)
c©2014 IEEE
Figure 2.9
Such system however had the limitation of not having any position/orientation
support and guidance in the case of collision avoidance. Moreover, the authors ob-
served that "more intuitive control of the camera arm, and more pre-set positions
and viewing angles, would better support the operator" (Wilde, Chua, and Fleis-
chner, 2014). In this particular context is placed the main contribution of this PhD.
In fact, in order to improve the user’s perception of the environment and the task
during telepresence, the use of a 6 DOF external monitoring robot will be investi-
gated, that the user can control to obtain the most appropriate camera view of the
operation at hand. With a combination of automatic tracking and user-controlled
adjustments, the goal is to efficiently monitor a remote industrial robotic task.
However, remote control of a telerobotic system can essentially take any shape
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between a completely manual approach and a fully autonomous one. The selection
of the camera viewpoint is no exception. More precisely, a fully autonomous
solution in this context refers to a monitoring system capable of autonomously
select the optimal viewpoint for the user in order to facilitate the teleoperation.
Researchers that have been focusing on fully autonomous monitoring systems for
telerobotics operations are for example (Yang et al., 2015), (Pandya et al., 2014)
or (Notheis, Hein, and Worn, 2014) (Figure 2.10), while Pandya et al. in (Pandya
et al., 2014) present a survey on viewpoint control in telerobotics and laparoscopic
telesurgery.
(a) (Kamezaki et al., 2014)
c©2014 IEEE
(b) (Notheis, Hein, and Worn, 2014)
c©2014 IEEE
Figure 2.10
In (McKee, Brooks, and Schenker, 2003) McKee et al. have proposed the so
called "visual acts" approach to assist the operator by automatically identifying the
best point of view during the task. However such a method is heavily dependent on
the task’s geometrical relationships and definition, therefore only suitable for well
defined operations, which contain almost no uncertainty nor possibility of replan-
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ning. In (Pandya et al., 2014), the authors discuss potential avenues towards fully
autonomous vision systems for teleopreation, identifying the following research
topics: improved tracking methods; algorithms for skills acquisition; knowledge
representation; user intent modelling; and methods for evaluation and testing.
With an attempt of merging the discussion of Pandya et al. with other contri-
butions in research, the four main challenges that are being faced in this research
area are:
• When possible, select the optimal viewpoint for the user according to the
state of task/system
• Increase the perception and understanding of the task without overloading
the operator
• How to efficiently map the user control inputs when the camera viewpoint
changes without increasing the operator workload
• Design a human-machine interface that allows for natural and efficient con-
trol of both camera viewpoint and main robot (which performs the task)
It is however important to highlight one particular observation about the first chal-
lenge listed above. Regardless of the probably too generic notion of "optimal
viewpoint", the fully autonomous selection is currently only feasible for a certain
range of situations. More particularly, one key aspect that enables such an ap-
proach is the repetitiveness of the task and the possibility to divide it into clearly
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defined subtasks. Moreover, automatic selection of the optimal viewpoint in re-
search usually assumes that the user is primarily engaged in the execution of the
task and does not want to have workload related to the control of the camera view.
This very last assumption is what differentiates the subject of this research from
the majority of the reviewed papers. The operator will be controlling a monitoring
robot with the primary objective of inspecting the task, which will be performed
by another robot. Once again, since the focus is not on the control of the indus-
trial robot which performs the task, the monitored system can be chosen as fully
autonomous if it is appropriate to do so. The choice of a fully autonomous sys-
tem that accomplishes the industrial task is not a limitation since the operator’s
job is to inspect and monitor such process (there is no longer an optimal view-
point/s since the user should be able to monitor any location around the workpiece
and/or the industrial robot). Finally, the autonomous viewpoint selection usually
requires significant information about the ongoing process, such as geometrical
constraints, relationships and task objectives. Such information is assumed to be
unknown by our monitoring system, which has only access to the industrial robot
and workpiece 3D models, but has no access to the process data. The work of this
research will verge on the second challenge presented above, with repercussions
on the third and fourth challenges. The correlation with these other two challenges
is due to the fact that the control of the monitored industrial robot could be then
enabled from the viewpoint of the robot used for the inspection/supervision. The
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characteristic of the suggested approach will be described in detail in Chapter 3
along with the implications for the the control of the industrial robot and the map-
ping between user inputs and robot movements.
2.4 Remote Monitoring
If on one hand there has been a considerable amount of research to explore the
control of robot systems for teleoperation, on the other hand there has been less
work related to how to provide an effective view to improve the telerobotic task.
It is important to re-state the current limitations of existing approaches commonly
used in telerobotics such as arrays of static cameras or a camera attached to the
task robot’s end-effector. When static cameras are used the task robot may occlude
vision from one or multiple viewpoints at the same time, requiring the monitoring
system to piece together information from the different cameras, however poten-
tially increasing the cognitive load for the operator or the task complexity. When
an end-effector camera is used instead, it is often the case that either the remote
task is interfering with the camera view (e.g. in grasping or manipulation tasks)
or that the camera placement does not provide sufficient context for the effective
execution.
The idea of adopting a secondary robot with the function of a monitoring unit
has been explored by an increasing number of papers in recent years, with some
important contributions published during the time of writing of this thesis. In par-
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ticular, the work from (Di Castro, Ferre, and Masi, 2018) discussed a modular
robot for autonomous inspection and maintenance of hazardous industrial scenar-
ios, to be deployed in sites such the CERN laboratory where maintenance of the
extensive equipment is paramount to the experiments preparation and execution.
The focus in their work is mostly on how to make the navigation autonomous and
enable manipulation skills in such delicate scenarios and present the information
through an adaptive graphical user interface, presented in (Lunghi., Prades., and
Castro., 2016).
Another important work recently published is the paper from (Rakita, Mutlu,
and Gleicher, 2018) (Figure 2.11), where the authors propose a method to assist an
operator during a teleoperation task. The approach involves an external monitoring
unit that is autonomously following the manipulator robot that is controlled by the
user. In order to provide the appropriate viewpoint, the monitoring system has
to use motion prediction and concepts from animation and graphics in order to
evaluate which pose is the best as the user control the manipulator.
It is also worth mentioning a slightly more dated, but nonetheless pertinent
contribution from (Bjerkeng et al., 2011) where they also proposed to used a mon-
itoring robot for an industrial task to be carried offshore.
Although work could be done to integrate subparts of the autonomous be-
haviours that have been presented in these works, this research focuses on the
challenge of having a user in charge of the monitoring task, and not for example
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(a) (Rakita, Mutlu, and Gleicher, 2018)
Copyright c©2018 ACM
(b) (Lunghi., Prades., and Castro., 2016)
Figure 2.11
of the manipulation part as in the work of (Rakita, Mutlu, and Gleicher, 2018).
The challenge brought from a user in charge of the monitoring is in the way the
system handles the navigation of the monitoring robot with respect to the task
robot and the surroundings. Whenever the user stops the manual operation, the
system could resume its motion according to the behaviour specified by (Rakita,
Mutlu, and Gleicher, 2018).
Figure 2.12: (Bjerkeng et al., 2011) c©2011 IEEE
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2.5 Virtual Fixtures
In the literature, telesurgery is one of the most prolific research fields for advance-
ments in virtual fixtures/active constraints techniques. Virtual fixtures approaches
can be generally used in any teleoperation scenario. Depending on the hardware,
the slave device might implement an admittance-type or impedance-type control,
influencing the way the virtual fixtures are enforced along with other implications
on transparency, stiffness and precision.
2.5.1 Impedance and Admittance
Robots of the impedance type are typically backdrivable with low inertia, low
friction and force-source actuators, as is typical of haptic devices (Abbott and
Okamura, 2006).
As highlighted by (Lawrence, 1988), (Ott, Mukherjee, and Nakamura, 2010),
(Ott, Mukherjee, and Nakamura, 2015) and most recently by (Cavenago, Voli,
and Massari, 2018), impedance and admittance control have opposite stability and
performance characteristics. Generally, admittance control can assure better per-
formances in the interaction with soft environment and free motion thanks to its
stiff feature. On the other hand, impedance control is robust to uncertainties in the
model parameters and can guarantee very good performance and stability in stiff
environments thanks to its soft behaviour.
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In their work (Cavenago, Voli, and Massari, 2018) discuss an approach to com-
bine the two control types together to achieve better performance in time-varying
environments. Their hybrid system has been applied to a 2-DOF system in sim-
ulation, although without experimental validation. Moreover, the system has not
been observed when transitioning from free to constraint motion
2.6 Summary
After reviewing the techniques and challenges related to remote inspection and
monitoring and the control of telerobotics systems, it is clear that there is room
for research and improvement. When remote monitoring is needed in industrial
scenarios where humans cannot access the workspace due to its danger or lack of
space, it is difficult to provide sufficient viewpoint control to the users.
Part of the challenge is the control of the monitoring robot in a fashion that
does not interfere with the industrial task, but that at the same time allows to
almost freely choose the point of view in the environment. To address the problem,
research works have proposed several different approaches depending on the kind
of sub-challenges they aimed to address. The current work has been focusing on
an admittance control approach, based on the use of virtual fixtures. Each element
possessed by the monitoring framework developed in the current work has been
carefully designed to build on previous work and improve it, and to address the
particular challenges related to a human-in-the-loop application scenario.
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The first element summarized here, is the degree of shared control of the moni-
toring framework developed in the current work. Compared to the work of similar
monitoring implementation like the on proposed by Bjerkeng et al. (2011) and the
work of Rakita, Mutlu, and Gleicher (2018), the current work focuses rather on
the teleoperation characteristics than the autonmous behaviour of the monitoring
system. While manual navigation has still been developed together with an au-
tonomous navigation system that can track the motion of the task robot, the focus
of this thesis has been on the properties of the monitoring robot’s behaviour dur-
ing teleoperation: free motion of the robot whenever possible and stability of the
monitoring task.
With the use of an additional robotic unit that can provide a dynamic viewpoint
of the task, the user can perform the monitoring task with more awareness of
the process itself thanks to not being constrained to one single point of view and
without being overwhelmed with information provided by an array of cameras.
Furthermore, an admittance type of control has been developed for the monitor-
ing framework in order to achieve better positional accuracy and stability during
free motion. Compared to its dual impedance-type approach (and highlighted in
their work by Cavenago, Voli, and Massari (2018)) admittance control allows the
monitoring robot to have a more stable motion when not in contact with obstacles.
Since the monitoring robot must not interact with the environment, admittance
control is the preferred approach if stability is the utmost priority during teleoper-
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ation. Finally, in this thesis, the admittance control has been paired with a passive
approach in order to ensure the safety of the system even in the case of partial
penetration of virtual fixtures. In this thesis, the VF implementation builds on the
work of Marayong et al. (2003) for the geometric approach, adopted in the current
work as well, and improves its performance with the implementation of a variable
admittance ratio during operation to assist the user when multiple constraints are
being enforced on the monitoring robot (the reader is referred to Chapter 3 for the
implementation details).
Such redirection techniques could also be employed for the autonomous be-
haviour for the monitoring robot as soon as the operator hands over the control of
the system, and a brief demonstration of such a scenario is presented in Section
3.3 in the next chapter.
It is, however, important to re-state that the actual control of the industrial robot
performing the operation that is being monitored is not within the scope of the
PhD. Instead, this research will focus solely on the monitoring robot, with the ad-
ditional simplification of having a fully automated industrial task. In this way, the
contribution of this research can be well identified as the control of a monitoring
robot independently from the task robot.
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3 System Description
In this chapter the software choices are discussed in detail, along with a de-
scription of the functioning of the monitoring software and its building blocks. In
this chapter the focus is on the local virtual fixture paradigm and its application for
a monitoring robot rather than on the user interface component. Since the moni-
toring system has a human-centred design, part of this chapter is dedicated to the
features that have been developed to assist the user navigation, and also to assist
the operator in the process of viewpoint selection (for a simplified diagram of the
monitoring system that will be described in this chapter, see Figure 3.1).
3.1 Admittance Virtual Fixtures
For system integrators, optimizing complex industrial robotic applications (e.g.
robotised welding) is a difficult and time-consuming task. This is usually due to
discrepancies between the models and the actual behaviour of complex systems,
and the system integrator needs to fine tune the final installation by trial and error
to obtain the desired quality. This procedure is even more tedious when the opera-
tor cannot access the robotic system once in operation and must rely on additional
sensors to acquire the necessary process information. However, it is often difficult
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Figure 3.1: The simplified control diagram of the monitoring software. Autonomous navigation
(or motion) input are in parallel with the user manual navigation. c©2018 IEEE
to find a permanent placement for the sensors to be able to fully monitor the pro-
cess at any given time during the trials, and this would also be a very expensive
and potentially unreliable approach, if applied to all robot installations. While it
is hard to completely remove this trial and error fashion, it is possible to provide
a way to gather process information more effectively that can be used in several
robotic installations.
Virtual fixtures (VF) (also called active constraints) are a concept introduced by
Rosenberg, 1992 as a way to anisotropically influence robot movements. Active
constraints are a very important concept for many telesurgery applications, and
have been thoroughly surveyed in this light by Bowyer, Davies, and Rodriguez
y Baena, 2014. For conciseness, the term virtual fixtures will be used instead of
active constraints from now on. The current work adopts the geometric approach
discussed by Marayong et al., 2003: the virtual fixtures are defined in the task
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space as geometric entities (e.g. spheres or planes) that impose constraints on
the monitoring robot’s motion when in contact with it. The main advantage for
which the geometric approach has been chosen, is the visualization of the active
constraints. Since the VF are defined as geometrical shapes, it is trivial to visualize
them in a 3D representation of the remote workspace with a corresponding virtual
object. Moreover, it is also easier for the user to understand what restrictions they
impose on the monitoring robot’s motion compared to an approach that would
define the constraints in the joint space. However, it is important to observe that it
is more difficult to define effective geometrical shapes and therefore constraints to
assist the user when the monitoring robot is close to a singular configuration.
In this thesis the virtual fixtures are therefore represented by a set of preferred
and non-preferred directions of motion which can be designed to be an abstract
surface that the robot’s end-effector cannot penetrate. The fact that some direc-
tions are identified as non-preferred means that the end-effector motion will be less
compliant along such directions, as if the end-effector were experiencing some re-
sistance. It is important to notice that the use of virtual fixtures is independent
of the type of control scheme used on the robot, which could be either admit-
tance or impedance control. With a very brief description, it could be said that
impedance control imposes a force on the robot (spring-mass-damper behaviour),
while admittance control imposes a position. With impedance control, forces can
be applied to the robot in response to its interaction with the environment. In ad-
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mittance control, the robot motion is purely decided by the control software and
the robot tends to be stiffer when it gets in contact with external objects. In par-
ticular contexts, admittance control can be seen as a "safer" approach compared
to impedance control due the absence of motion if the user input drops to zero.
However, admittance and impedance control could be interchanged in many ap-
plications. The type that has been chosen here is admittance control, meaning that
the control software will filter the user input and apply the filtered motion to the
master reference (which in this case is a 3D model of the monitoring robot).
The robot is modelled as a purely kinematic body with the position of the end
effector as x∈ SE(3) and its velocity defined as a vector v= ẋ∈R6. The definition
that will be used in this formulation has been discussed in detail in Marayong et
al., 2003, and here only the most important concepts will be discussed. By looking
at the relation:
v = cf (3.1)
the velocity of the end effector is linked to the input force via an admittance
control law, with all vectors referred with respect to the robot base. In Equation
3.1, c is called the compliance factor. If c is a scalar, then the system is equally
compliant in all directions of movement.
The value of the compliance factor traditionally goes from zero to one, with
one meaning fully compliant movements and zero non-compliant. If the compli-
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ance is instead a diagonal matrix C of order n, where n is the number of degrees
of freedom of the robot, it is possible to select which direction should be more
or less compliant (for example, if only the first two elements of the diagonal of C
are non-zero, namely c11 and c22, the system will only move along the xy plane).
Depending on the needs, certain directions of movement my be preferred to oth-
ers, and then being assigned a closer-to-one value compared to other directions.
This kind of anisotropic compliance has been termed guidance virtual fixture. As
observed in Marayong et al., 2003, the virtual fixtures approach could be formu-
lated entirely in terms of compliances, but it is also possible to have a geometric
approach and identify at each moment the preferred and non-preferred directions
of motion.
Let D be a 6× n matrix D=D(t), 1< n< 6 containing the preferred directions
of motion. The dimension of the D matrix is determined by the type of constraint
imposed on the end effector. For example, if n is 1, the preferred motion is along
a curve in SE(3), or along a surface if n is 2 and so on. As described by Marayong
et al., 2003 and in Hager, 2002 the input vector can then be decomposed along
preferred and non-preferred directions with the Kernel and Span operators:
vD ≡ [D]vin and vτ ≡ 〈D〉vin (3.2)
Since it is possible to write vD + vτ = v due to the properties of the Kernel and
Span operator (for more details consult the appendix), the end effector velocity
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can be rewritten as:
v = c([D]+ cτ〈D〉)vin (3.3)
where cτ ∈ [0,1] is the compliance factor for the non-preferred directions. The
smaller the value of cτ , the smaller the compliance along the non-preferred direc-
tions of motion. If cτ is chosen equal to 0, it provides a hard virtual fixture, as
opposed to any other value which instead would still permit motion along the non
preferred directions.
Until now the virtual fixture approach has been described in the context of
pseudo-admittance control (there are no real input forces). Local virtual fixtures
are introduced as a way to redefine the mapping between user input and end-
effector motion. After that, the concept of varying compliance is described as
a way to influence the end-effector motion when approaching certain forbidden
regions.
In the chosen scenario, the robot motion will be dictated by inputs coming from
two different sources: the user and the autonomous navigation. The latter refers to
motions that are decided by a software and which do not have anything to do with
the user commands. All motion commands will be summed to create a resultant
direction for the robot’s end-effector.
This is a very important preliminary step, since it changes the original formu-
lation in Equation (3.3). The velocity of the end effector v is made of the sum of
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two different vectors, one is the user velocity and another which is the velocity
calculated by the autonomous navigation part, described in Section 3.2.1:
v = vu + c([D]+ cτ〈D〉)va and vu = c([D]+ cτ〈D〉)vin (3.4)
where va is the velocity vector of the autonomous navigation part. In Equation
(3.4) vu is the user velocity vector that in Equation (3.3) was simply called v.
The user must be able to move the monitoring robot inside the workspace, so
that he/she can inspect the workpiece from different viewpoints. The monitoring
robot’s main purpose is therefore to inspect the workspace and the workpiece,
and the mapping between user input and end-effector’s motion can be designed to
better reflect this functionality. Let D define a local virtual fixture which constrains
the end effector on its surface. The user input will navigate the end-effector along
such surface while autonomously maintaining the orientation toward the centre
of such virtual fixture. Although there is no requirement for the virtual fixture’s
shape, from now on it will be considered a spherical surface (virtual sphere) for
the explanation as that is what has been used also in the actual implementation.
If the end-effector is constrained on the surface of a virtual sphere, it will al-
ways be oriented towards the centre of such a sphere. Therefore, placing the sphere
on the workpiece makes it target of the inspection. The user navigation commands
will move the end-effector along the surface. Such a virtual fixture is referred to as
local because it is defined with respect of a specific point in the workspace which
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serves as the centre of the sphere. Moreover, since the fixture is locally defined,
if the point in the workspace to which the virtual sphere is anchored moves, the
whole virtual fixture moves as well. If the end-effector is constrained to the sur-
face of the virtual sphere while this is moving in the workspace, the end-effector
will experience the same relative movement as it is constrained to remain on the
same point on the sphere’s surface.
The local virtual fixture can be expressed in terms of preferred directions, by
defining the matrix D(t) which contains the preferred directions of motion. For a




tx1 ty1 tz1 1 0 1





where (tx1, ty1, tz1) and (tx2, ty2, tz2) are the vectors that identify the tangent plane
to the sphere’s surface at any given time. The tangent vectors will change as the
end-effector moves along the sphere’s surface, making then the D matrix time
dependent as expected. The elements of D equal to one indicate the freedom to
rotate along the Z and X axis in order to maintain the focus toward the centre of
the virtual fixture.
According to the previously given definition, the D matrix contains the pre-
ferred directions of motion (that describe a plane) and the end-effector can be
imagined to move on the "instantaneous" tangent plane at every iteration. It is
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not hard to observe however that with the current formulation, the end-effector
will drift away from the centre of the sphere, as it will move on a parallel tangent
plane at every iteration while it accumulates the linearisation error. That is why
an attraction motion at every iteration could be applied to ensure that the distance
from the sphere’s centre is respected. This approach has been used earlier in this
research when the end effector was in contact with the forbidden region, and when
such a local virtual fixture was set to be non-compliant, meaning that the cτ factor
was always 0 for the fixture. If the attraction motion is used, a hard virtual fixture
can also be seen as a way to redefine the input mapping. The manual motion of the
end-effector is dependent on the local virtual fixture. More specifically, if the user
is given the ability to move the end-effector "forward", "backward", "up", "down",
"left" and "right", these navigation commands can be assigned to different actual
motions depending on the type of virtual fixture chosen once the TCP is in contact
with a virtual fixture.
However, using an external attraction force to remain on the surface of the
VF introduces energy into the system, and also results in motion - apart from the
autonomous navigation motion - which the user has no control over.
In the current implementation of the monitoring system the attraction compo-
nent has been removed, and the D matrix is generated when the monitoring robot
TCP enters in contact with a VF. The vectors t1 and t2 used to generate D,〈D〉 and
[D] are two tangents of the VF surface at the point of contact with the TCP and the
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VF itself. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the construction of the tangent plane
given the contact point between TCP and virtual fixture.
Figure 3.2: Construction of the D matrix and the tangent plane during manual motion. The D
matrix is only generated when the TCP is in contact with the VF. The reference frame shown in
the picture is the VF coordinate frame, where the xy-plane is tangent to the VF surface. c©2020
IEEE
The normal is used to find two tangent vectors, which are then used for the
D matrix. Although the compliance for each VF can be changed at runtime (see
also Section 3.1.1), the default behaviour of the virtual fixtures is with a non-zero
cτ factor. Therefore, the user can penetrate the virtual constraints during manual
motion although with more resistance (cτ << 1). In Equation 3.2 it can be noticed
that if the TCP is inside a virtual fixture and the user wants to exit the constraint,
the velocity vector will still be scaled down by cτ making it harder for the user to
exit the violation for example. An additional term is then added to Equation 3.3
that allows the user to easily exit from the VF when the motion is not worsening
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constraint violation. Equation 3.3 is then reformulated with the additional term:
v = c([D]+λ + cτ〈D〉)vin with λ = 〈D〉v̂n (3.6)
The term v̂n is equal to zero when the dot product between 〈D〉vin and n̂c is
negative, where n̂c is the normal of the virtual fixture at the penetration or collision





0 〈D〉vin • n̂c ≤ 0
1 〈D〉vin • n̂c > 0
(3.7)
If the virtual fixtures are used to define specific targets for the monitoring robot,
e.g. a specific type of motion or a pose, informal rules have been defined by
Marayong et al., 2003 to determine a virtual fixture control law:
1) A surface S⊆ SE(3) which is the motion objective
2) A control law u= f (x,S) that, if v= u, moves the end-effector into the surface




3) A rule for computing the matrix D = D(t) relative to S, where 〈D〉u = 0 iff
u = 0. That is to say that the end-effector motion is "unfiltered" only when
the monitoring robot is not moving.
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Figure 3.3: Representation of the forbidden region around the task robot. The monitoring robot
moves only on the surface of the sphere. c©2018 IEEE
However, these informal laws refer to the case where the VFs are used as mo-
tion reference. In the case of the monitoring robot and task robot, the virtual
fixtures define the forbidden regions that shouldn’t be violated by the monitoring
robot. Therefore during manual operation, the monitoring robot motion switches
between free and constrained movement depending on whether the monitoring
TCP is in contact with a forbidden region.
An additional observation is that such virtual fixtures are not static in the 3D
environment where the monitoring robot is being controlled. Instead, the virtual
fixtures can move, typically together with the end-effector of the task robot. In
the literature they are called dynamic virtual fixtures or dynamic active constraints
Bowyer, Davies, and Rodriguez y Baena, 2014. The virtual fixture is initialized
with respect to a point or object in the 3D environment, such as the task robot tool
tip or for example the workpiece. If the point to which the local virtual fixture is
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anchored moves inside the workspace, then the whole fixture moves along as well.
This behaviour is the motion that is generated by the autonomous tracking part.
3.1.1 Varying Compliance
Depending on the application scenario, a noncompliant virtual fixture can bring
advantages as well as disadvantages. In this particular case, the zero compliance
property of the local virtual fixture conveniently allows to fulfil the monitoring
job’s implicit objectives. These objectives are the orientation of the monitoring
robot end-effector (i.e. the camera view) towards the anchor point (the object that
is being inspected) and a minimum distance from the workpiece or task robot for
example.
However, the local virtual fixture does not give any constraint about how the
motion should be influenced when approaching other obstacles. Currently obsta-
cles (or forbidden region that can be regarded as obstacles) are expressed in the
3D environment as virtual fixtures so to prevent their contact with the monitoring
robot. In the current implementation, however, it is possible that the local virtual
fixture partially intersects one or more obstacles’ forbidden regions if the user de-
cides to change the inspection target by moving the local virtual fixture inside the
workspace.
Whenever this happens, it is possible to provide more than just haptic feedback
when the monitoring robot comes in contact with the obstacles virtual fixtures (as
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it moves along the LVF surface). The compliance of the system can be modified to
simulate an increase in friction as the robot approaches an obstacle, even though
the robot still only moves along the preferred directions of motion.
It is important to notice that in the case of a partly compliant VF, a similar
result could be achieved by gradually changing D = D(t) to exclude the direction
of motion that would move the robot toward the obstacle.
It is assumed that the LVF is spherical, and that it intersects a certain obstacle
represented by its own VF, Sobst ∈ SE(3). It is also assumed that the set of point
of the intersection is known, and that for any position of the end effector xtcp it is
possible to determine the point P ∈ Sobst . Let us introduce the varying compliance





1 dist(xtcp,P)> h, 0 < h≤ RLV F
wdist(xtcp,P) dist(xtcp,P)≤ h, 0 < w≤ 1
0 dist(xtcp,P) = 0
(3.8)
where h is a threshold that determines at what distance the system starts having
less compliance on the preferred directions, while the term w is a scaling factor.
If the LVF is spherical, dist(xtcp,P) corresponds to the spherical distance. If the
LVF is not of canonical shape (e.g. is a sensor generated 3D surface) the distance
between two points is computed as the distance between two nodes on a graph,
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where the graph is obtained by sub-sampling the 3D surface. More specifically,
once the sensor-generated 3D surface has been sampled, it is possible to approx-
imate the distance of two points (A and B) on its surface as the distance between
the two nodes of the graph that are closest to the points A and B on the corre-
sponding 3D surface (this approach has been described in the work of Sintorn and
Borgefors (2004) for reconstructed 3D images and sampled with grids).
Figure 3.4: Scene view of the monitoring robot environment.
3.2 Monitoring Robot Control
Most of this section is dedicated to the description of the scripts and features that
have been implemented in the Unity3D environment. As it is described further
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down in this section, Unity3D is used for the visualization of the monitoring robot
and task robot’s models and it is in this 3D environment that the VF redirection is
calculated and applied.
It is important to clarify the distinction between a system as the one chosen and
a simulation software alternative as for example Gazebo that is commonly used in
ROS simulations. While Gazebo and similar simulation software are used to create
replicas that are as close as possible to the real cell in terms of hardware and sensor
behaviour, Unity3D has been chosen as the engine for the visualization and plays
a key role regarding the remote user-interface design and implementation. The
main purpose of such engine for the monitoring interface is that it allows for both
a generic supervision of the robotic cell and a tele-operation inspection.
Moreover, the use of Unity3D lays the foundation for the use of more sophisti-
cated visualization techniques such as virtual reality and mixed reality and the use
of the monitoring system for configurations with multiple robot cells. However,
part of the work towards the use of different visualization techniques has been
omitted in this thesis since it is not within the main scope of this research.
3.2.1 Tele-operated and Autonomous Motion
The task robot and its operations must be monitored from different points of view,
and that is accomplished by the tele-operation features. The monitoring robot can
in fact be controlled and moved around a target without colliding with the task
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robot. However, the process that is being monitored is not static and in the ma-
jority of the cases the task robot is moving along a certain path and performing
operations in different positions. The control system in Unity3D tracks the mo-
tions of the task robot and applies the same relative motion to the monitoring robot.
In this way, the monitoring and task robot’s relative positioning is only influenced
by the initial state and the manual adjustments made by the user.
The monitoring framework in Unity3D makes use of the joint values of the task
robot, obtained through the communication scripts that can provide Unity3D with
such information coming from either the custom made high speed interfaces for
Nachi FD controllers (FD-HS) (see Section 3.2.7) or from the ROS environment.
Since the planned trajectory of the task robot is not known, the monitoring system
needs to use the information coming at runtime, and make the monitoring robot
track the task robot’s path in a leader-follower fashion. The autonomous motion
generated when the task robot is moving assists the user in focusing solely on
the inspection of the workpiece and process itself, by acquiring in real time the
task robot’s pose and using it to control the task and monitoring robot’s relative
position. If the user wants to inspect the process in tele-operated mode he/she can
do so while having the monitoring robot and task robot relative position constant
unless he/she intervenes.
Regarding the tele-operated mode alone, it is important to describe how the
monitoring robot is represented in the Unity3D scene and in what way the user
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controls the real hardware. The monitoring robot is represented in the Unity3D
environment with two identical 3D models:
• Shadow robot: the 3D model of the monitoring robot that is synchro-
nized with the real hardware pose in real time. This model is used in the
Unity3D environment to assess the actual pose of the monitoring robot in the
workspace.
• Target model: the 3D model of the monitoring robot that can be controlled
directly by the user during tele-operation mode. The target model is also
directly affected by the VF control and redirection.
The shadow robot and the target model, along with the scripts that orchestrate
their interactions, have been designed and developed anew during the course of
this research. The 2-models design has been to some extent inspired by the con-
cept of a virtual mechanism, introduced for the first time by Joly and Andriot
(1995). In their approach, the motion of the tele-operated robot is controlled by
simulating the kinematics of an inertia free mechanism, which is attached via ab-
stract equations, to both the master and slave device.
To control the real hardware, the monitoring framework keeps track of the dis-
tance between the shadow robot and the target model controlled by the user to
send the appropriate position reference to the real counterpart (described as well
in Section 3.2.7). The system also continuously performs a safety check to ensure
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that the distance between the shadow robot and the tele-operated one is never ex-
ceeding a certain value, which also ensures the maximum speed for the monitoring
robot during tele-operation. In the following section the Unity3D-ROS structure
will be described in more detail, along with the main script’s functionalities and
variables.
3.2.2 The Unity3D-ROS Structure
Unity3D (Technologies, 2017) is a game engine, and the 3D environment contains
scripts assigned to what are called game objects. Game objects can essentially
be any sort of entity, from empty placeholders to the monitoring robot model,
or the camera view. Objects can be duplicates, along with the scripts assigned
to them. Each frame, the engine executes all relevant methods from all scripts
and updates the appropriate variables. Unity3D is not a real time system, and
there is no way to guarantee a specific execution time or amount of frames per
second during the execution. However, Unity3D allows to specify certain scripts
to be executed in a pre-determined order to ensure that certain interactions are
performed correctly every frame. This Unity3D feature has been used to ensure
for example that the communication scripts are executed only after the message
data has been processed by the other scripts.
The monitoring companion consists of an industrial manipulator and a Unity-
ROS framework for controlling it. In Section 3.1 the approach based on admit-
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tance virtual fixtures was described and how such abstraction is used to track a
moving target (it could be the end-effector of the task robot for example). The fea-
tures that allow the solution to be re-used in different industrial application thanks
to its compatibility with ROS will be discussed in this section. The control of the
monitoring robot is performed in Unity3D, as well as the calculations for the vir-
tual fixture control and the processing of user inputs. The information belonging
to the task robot and the industrial process to be monitored instead are commu-
nicated to the Unity3D environment from ROS. The task robot communicates its
position in the workspace to ROS, which is then forwarded to Unity3D via web-
socket communication. More than just the joints data could be passed from ROS
to Unity3D however, the information available from the task robot is the minimum
amount necessary to perform an autonomous tracking and enable the monitoring
of the industrial process. The pose of the task robot could, for example, be esti-
mated by a camera vision algorithm and then passed to the Unity3D environment
without changing the scope of the algorithms of the monitoring robot. In the cur-
rent implementation, the task robot’s joint values are obtained via the Nachi high
speed interface, explained in more detail in Section 3.2.7. Unity3D is therefore
not only used for visualization and for handling the user input coming from the
joystick, but is also used for the most important calculations of virtual fixture
constraint enforcement and for calculating the monitoring robot velocity that is
dictated by the end effector position relative to the virtual fixtures.
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In Figure 3.5 the Unity3D code structure developed for the monitoring frame-
work is summarized. The monitoring framework software architecture has been
specifically designed and developed during this research work to achieve the func-
tionalities required for the monitoring robot. On one hand, the top and bottom
layer handle user inputs and robot and sensors communication respectively; on
the other hand, the core layer of scripts is in charge of handling VF collisions,
robot motion and VF redirection among the main tasks.
Figure 3.5: Unity3D software structure for the monitoring framework.
The most important functions are performed by the following scripts:
• Robot Manager: stores the robot information and performs motion tasks,
safety checks and dispatches to other scripts events about the robot’s state.
• VF Event Manager: is responsible for the compliance factors of the VFs,
stores their locations and calculates the filtering matrices when the robot col-
lides with a forbidden region.
• Communication scripts: send low level information and heartbeat messages
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to the robot and sensors, like the FD-HS. The communication scripts are
linked to the ROS communication script in order to receive information from
ROS topics when either the task robot or monitoring robot are configured in
the ROS environment.
An additional script which is used for the experiment scenarios is the Experi-
ment Manager, which is in charge of recording, storing and processing data during
the experiments and produces the metrics of interest. In addition to the data re-
quired to produce the metrics (described in Chapter 4), the experiment manager
collects information about the robot pose and its motion during tele-operation so
that it is also possible to analyze joint angles and position in the workspace after
the experiment is over.
3.2.3 Robot Manager
The robot manager script is in charge of storing the information about a robotic
unit that has been set up in the 3D environment. A robot manager script is assigned
to both the monitoring robot and the task robot, although the robot manager script
on the task robot only stores pose information and cannot control the task robot
motion or auxiliary functions. Unless specified, the subject of this section will be
the robot manager script of the monitoring robot.
In general, the robot manager receives user inputs from the communication
layer, and translates them into motion of the target 3D model. If such motion
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needs to be filtered, this will be performed as a middle step from the VF manager
before forwarding the data to the robot manager. The 3D target model pose of the
monitoring robot is then updated according to the motion vector calculated in the
current frame, and the distance between the shadow robot and the target model is
used to send the properly scaled velocity commands to the hardware.
Along with motion control, the robot manager also performs an additional
safety check to ensure that communication with the monitoring robot is stable
and that the motion commands are not sent anymore if the monitoring robot can-
not execute them. The flowchart of the update cycle of the robot manager script is
shown in Figure 3.6.
Moreover, the most important variables and information stored into the robot
manager are described here:
• Joint angles for target model & shadow robot: each joint angle is stored
for both the target robot model and the shadow robot. The information is
stored an additional time but already converted in the format accepted by the
hardware to save time;
• Cartesian position of target & shadow TCP: the position in the workspace
is stored for both the target robot’s TCP and the shadow robot’s TCP, with
respect to the robot base.
• Current velocity vector: the velocity vector that is applied to the target robot’s
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Figure 3.6: Robot Manager script: flow chart of the update cycle.
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TCP is stored in the robot manager. The vector stored has already been fil-
tered by the VF manager if the robot is in a collision state;
• Control type: this variable allows the control type to switch from cartesian to
joint space. It is not used in the experiment scenario and is typically used by
the autonomous agent if needed. In joint space the velocity vector is replaced
with speed and delta motion for each joint;
• Safety check active: if a communication or hardware error causes the mon-
itoring robot to not move, the robot manager can detect the discrepancy be-
tween the target model and the shadow model and stop any motion function;
• Collision state: in the case of a collision with a forbidden region, the robot
manager stores that information and passes it to the experiment manager for
example to store that information when collecting data for the metrics;
• Lock Rotation Of Camera: auxiliary variable that allows to lock the rotation
of the camera view, which translate in limiting the DOFs of the monitoring
TCP.
3.2.4 Virtual Fixtures Scripts
The VF event manager passes collision information and the filtered velocity when-
ever collision events are fired. This information about the redirection and the colli-
sion are used by the robot manager and the experiment manager scripts. The event
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manager itself is simply a collection of events to which all the VF Model scripts
subscribe and that will fire if they are part of a VF collision.
On the other hand, each VF object in the Unity3D environment is given a VF
Model script, which implements the basic methods that each virtual fixture should
have: a method to fire the collision events, to produce the D matrix and to filter
the velocity vector. In addition, each VF Model script stores their own value of
the compliance factor cτ . This choice allows to have forbidden region or obstacles
with different compliance/stiffness when the monitoring robot’s TCP is in contact
with them. It is also worth noticing that the compliance can be also globally set by
the experiment manager script by sending a common value through the VF event
manager to all VF in the scene.
The reader is referred to Algorithm 1 for the generalized description of the
script behaviour, while the main actions performed by the VF model script are
described here in more details:
1. Initialization: consists in subscribing to the collision events and free motion
allowed event from the VF event manager;
2. Continuous loop waiting for a collision event: at the beginning of script and
at the end of a collision, the "free motion allowed" event is triggered to signal
that no redirection is needed and no collision is in place.
3. Collision detected: when a collision with the monitoring robot and a VF is
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detected, the VF model calculates the normal and tangent plane at the point
of contact and generates both the kernel and span matrices. Finally, it collects
this information and triggers the collision event. The robot manager - as can
other scripts subscribed to the event - uses the information in the collision
event to filter the velocity vector before apply it to the robot’s TCP.
Algorithm 1: VF Model update cycle
Initialization;
while Monitoring Robot is active do
while Collision do
CP = collision point with VF and monitoring robot;
collisionNorm = surface normal at CP;
tan1, tan2←− Build tangent plane to VF at CP;







Therefore, whenever the robot manager receives new collision info from a vir-
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tual fixture it will apply the filtering according to the span and kernel matrices
contained among the event variables. In the case of multiple VF contacts at the
same time, the monitoring robot will simply filter the velocity vector for each
unique collision detected.
This section described the main features of the virtual fixtures scripts, that are
in charge of sending collision information to the robot manager and for example
also the experiment manager so that other functions can make use of the redirec-
tion matrices, contact normal and tangent plane. In the next section the commu-
nication script will be described briefly together with the main functions used to
exchange information betwwen the ROS environment and the monitoring frame-
work in Unity3D.
3.2.5 Communication Scripts and ROS# Library
The communication scripts, as briefly introduced in Section 3.2.2, are in charge
of passing the monitoring and task robots information to their respective robot
managers and other scripts in the Unity3D scene.
Generally, the most important information is the value of each robot joint which
in the case of the FD-HS implementation for the Nachi robot is passed in the
form of encoder values. For other robot interfaces this can be directly an angle
in degrees or radians, as is the case for example for simulated robots in the ROS
environment.
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In the implementation used for this research work, the monitoring robot man-
ager first receives from the communication layer - connected directly to the FD-HS
- the robot’s parameters necessary for the encoder-to-angle conversion and passes
them to an auxiliary script that will take care of the conversion and variable han-
dling.
In normal operation conditions, even if the user is not tele-operating the moni-
toring robot, the robot manager each frame issues a reading (i.e. synchronization
command to the communication layer in order to update the pose of the robot. A
reading command consists of the robot manager receiving back from the commu-
nication layer the current pose of the monitoring robot to then synchronize with it.
As a background check, the reading operation is also sent by the robot’s commu-
nication script in the case its robot manager script has not issued the command for
a number of consecutive frames. This safety check is performed to ensure that the
connection with the monitoring robot hardware is stable and that no commands
are buffered in the case of an error in the robot manager execution.
Moreover, the communication layer of the monitoring framework is also tasked
to communicate with the ROS environment if the task robot and the process in-
formation are stored and updated there. To establish the communication and sub-
scribe to the topics that contain the information needed in Unity3D, the monitoring
framework makes use of the ROS# library (Siemens, 2020).
In general, if the task robot is being simulated or simply updated in the ROS
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environment, the ROS# library provides scripts to connect (TCP connection to
RosBridge) and retrieve information from topics in ROS. The messages contained
in the ROS topics are stored in variables in Unity3D that are then used to update
the task robot’s pose.
3.2.6 Visual and Haptic Feedback in Unity3D
While the previous paragraphs described the scripts that are always running in the
background as part of the monitoring framework, this subsection focuses on the
visual and haptic feedback that are provided when the system is tele-operated and
the user needs assistance during the navigation. More specifically, the feedback is
intended to help the user locate obstacles that are outside the field of view of the
camera and better understand when the monitoring robot is being redirected and
when it has collided with a VF.
A schematic example of the behaviours of both the visual and haptic feedback
during tele-operated mode is provided in Figure 3.7. An image taken from the
feed of the monitoring robot’s camera is shown in Figure 3.8 to provide a better
visualization of the 3D arrow used as visual feedback.
The visual feedback consists of a 3D arrow that is displayed in the bottom right
corner of the camera view. The script handling the arrow’s behaviour subscribes
to the collision events so that the arrow icon is pointing at the closest VF during
tele-operation. The icon is coloured in green if there is no collision in place, and
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Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of the two different vibration types of feedback, on collision
and while in contact with a VF. The arrow icon points at the closest VF or at the last point of contact
detected, coloured in red or green depending on the collision state. For a better visualization of the
3D arrow indication in the camera view, the reader is referred to Figure 3.8.
changes to red when the monitoring robot is in contact with a forbidden region.
When the monitoring robot is in a collision state, the arrow is pointing at the last
contact with a VF detected by the system.
The intent is to provide the user with a visual indication of the contact point
with the obstacle that triggered the system’s VF redirection. The user can then
attempt to move the robot in the opposite direction if his/her goal is to resolve the
collision state as quickly as possible and resume unfiltered navigation.
As for the haptic feedback provided through joystick vibrations, it is also briefly
described in Figure 3.7 and can be summarized as below:
• On collision: in the frame where collision has been detected, the joystick vi-
brates with medium-high intensity for a short period, to signal that the mon-
itoring robot has entered a collision state and cannot navigate as freely as
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Figure 3.8: Camera view of the workspace from the monitoring robot’s end-effector. The 3D arrow
indication is visualized at the bottom right corner of the view. The arrow points at the point in the
workspace where the last collision has detected by the system. In this figure there is, however, no
collision occurring since the arrow is coloured in green.
before.
• During redirection: if the user is navigating the monitoring robot while in
contact with one or more VFs, the joystick vibrates in a heartbeat fashion
with lower vibration intensity. This is to signal the user that redirection is
still active as the collision state has not been resolved.
• No vibration is provided in all other occurrences.
Together with the visual indication, the goal of the haptic feedback is to provide
the user with additional information regarding the surroundings of the monitoring
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robot, that may be outside the camera view. The effects of the implemented feed-
back modalities on the users’ navigation and their performance are discussed in
Chapter 4.
3.2.7 Nachi High Speed Interface
As described in Section 3.2.1, in the Unity3D scene there are two identical 3D
models for the monitoring robot, one being the "slave" and one being the "master".
The "slave" model is the shadow robot and is always in the same configuration of
the real hardware counterpart. In fact, the shadow robot model in Unity3D is
synchronized with the real hardware thanks to the encoder values provided by the
Nachi high speed interface, also called FD-HS (due to the robot controller name
being "FD series"). The FD-HS operates with a position control loop with the
reference position coming from the monitoring system, and the setup is sketched
in Figure 3.9.
The update frequency of the encoder values has a limit of 5ms (both for writing
and reading), which limits the Unity3D maximum frame rate to 200 fps. However,
such a limit is more than enough for real time application and does not constitutes
a bottle neck in our system.
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Figure 3.9: The diagram of the structure of the FD-HS. The current implementation uses two
Raspberry Pi3 to communicate with the CPU and servo board of the Robot Controller.
3.3 Preliminary Work on an Automated Task
As introduced in Chapter 1, the work in this thesis is often described with a robo-
tised welding application in mind, but through the chapters an abstract application
domain has been created in order to focus on the two main issues identified in
Chapter 2: the shared control between the human operator and the monitoring
robot; and the nature of the monitoring framework’s interface. These issues will
be investigated further with a usability study described in Chapter 4.
To conclude this chapter, in this section the initial promise made in Chapter
1 is kept and the abstraction that was made in the introduction is here put aside.
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In particular, a demonstration of the potential use of the monitoring robot for an
automated task is shown in Figure 3.10 and is described in further detail in the rest
of this section. The work described below, however, represents an initial study in
one specific application designed to indicate the promise for further more com-
prehensive application-domain specific research and development that lies beyond
the scope of the current thesis. Even though such a demonstration has not been
the subject of the usability evaluation in this thesis, it still provides a valuable
contribution in highlighting this thesis achievements as well as future potential.
With respect to the task robot and the testing of its path during the integration,
the monitoring companion can be used mainly in two ways: the first is the ap-
proach described throughout this chapter until now and it consists in controlling
the monitoring robot to inspect the task robot as it runs autonomously; however
a second approach that requires the monitoring robot to make use of autonomous
navigation is when the user is programming the task robot and would like the mon-
itoring robot to follow along a new trajectory as it is being defined by the system
integrator.
Both cases are shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 respectively. Although
they might appear similar in setup, Figure 3.11 shows the operator holding the
monitoring robot joystick, so being in tele-operation mode and the monitoring
framework’s autonomous navigation is taking care of tracking the task robot move-
ment.
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Figure 3.10: Setup with two industrial robots. The monitoring robot is equipped with an RGB
camera sensor.
Figure 3.11: The operator is controlling the monitoring robot with the joystick as described in
Chapter 3. The task robot is executing a pre-programmed path and the autonomous navigation can
keep the relative position constant.
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Figure 3.12 shows the same operator holding the task robot’s teach pendant
instead, that is used to jog the task robot itself. The motion of the task robot is
therefore not planned or pre-programmed, but it can, however, be tracked by the
monitoring robot since the framework synchronizes it with the task robot’s pose
in real time. In this configuration, when the operator moves the task robot, the
monitoring robot can autonomously maintain a constant distance from the task
robot’s TCP and also the orientation specified beforehand.
Figure 3.12: The operator is controlling the task robot by using its teach pendant. The monitoring
robot is in the meantime maintaining its relative distance to the task robot’s TCP constant.
These two scenarios do, indeed, show promise for applying the work carried out
in the body of this thesis in a real robot task setting and have been investigated in
preparation for the use of the monitoring robot in an actual robotised welding task.
However, continuation of the current work is more fitting for an industry-biased
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and closer-to-market design development study and is, therefore, considered to lie
beyond the scope of this PhD.
The next chapter will continue with the evaluation of the monitoring framework
in an abstract application domain, and will analyze the benefits of the features that
have been described in this chapter and their effect on tele-operation.
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4 Usability Evaluation
Chapter 3 treated in more detail the technical implementation of the monitoring
framework and the choices made during its development. The abstraction that
was initiated in Chapter 2 in order to obtain a set of challenges not specific to
any one application domain is continued in this chapter. The performance of the
monitoring framework is going to be evaluated in a tailored experiment setup.
Doing so makes it possible to find the answer to the research questions posed both
here and in Chapter 1 without ambiguity that would result from influences from
details specific to industrial applications (e.g. the case of robotised welding, which
will be returned to later in the thesis as an example).
The purpose of the monitoring robot is to assist the system integrator in the tun-
ing phase of an industrial process, which is the main task for the system integrator.
It is therefore important that the monitoring robot can be controlled with as little
effort as possible not to increase the workload and the time needed during the opti-
mization phase. It is known that when manual input is allowed for robotic systems,
both the control scheme and the user interface play a key role in the overall com-
plexity for the human operator. This chapter describes a usability evaluation on a
set of test tasks performed with the monitoring robot on an experiment test-piece,
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shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Experiment piece used for the static experiment. The LEDs are triggered via a Python
script on the Raspberry Pi. c©2020 IEEE
4.1 Test Cases and Motivation
A usability evaluation is conducted to provide insights on the efficacy and benefits
of the VF control approach and of the monitoring framework in general. It is
important to evaluate in particular whether the control of the monitoring robot
does not increase too much the mental and cognitive load of the operator. In fact,
the goal of the operator is to inspect the workspace and the process carried out in
it and not to control the monitoring robot per se.
The main questions that are being investigated in this section are the following:
• Does the VF control framework allow the operator to control the monitoring
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robot without overloading him/her?
This question will be answered by comparing TLX indexes among the sce-
narios where VF redirection was not enabled to the ones where it was active.
• What are the effects on performance introduced by the VF control frame-
work?
This question will be answered by comparing the average completion time
among the different experiment scenarios. Moreover, observations will be
made on the effects that VF redirection has on the number of collisions and
corrective actions.
• What are the effects of an extra feedback modality on the user TLX score and
performance?
The final question will investigate more in detail if an extra feedback modal-
ity can improve performance in this particular task, and what are the effects
on the users’ TLX scores when this feedback is introduced, with particular
focus on the users’ cognitive load.
4.1.1 Control Modes
The monitoring robot is controlled by the user via the control framework and a joy-
stick. The user controls will not change, regardless of the presence of constraints
in the workspace. However, for the first experiment scenario the control mode
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will be unconstrained, while for the other scenarios will be said to be constrained.
In the unconstrained mode, the camera view (the robot’s end effector essentially)
can be freely moved inside the workspace with a simple mapping of rotation and
translation to the joystick’s buttons. In the constrained mode, the camera view
(position and orientation) is influenced by virtual surfaces defined via software.
The user can still control the position of the robot in the workspace but subject
to these virtual constraints. The inputs mapping for the constrained mode is re-
defined to consider these constraints (in certain situation a straight-line movement
may no longer be permitted, for example when constrained to move on the surface
of a virtual sphere): when constraints are in place it will simply be said that virtual
fixture redirection is enabled.
4.1.2 Choice of Metrics
The experiments aim at investigating whether untrained users can more efficiently
accomplish the task of acquiring information from a process with the help of a
virtual fixture based control. Moreover, the VF based control should assist the user
in respecting secondary objectives such as minimum distance from specific objects
or from the workpiece without requiring additional effort from the operator.
The metrics that are collected for both the static and dynamic scenarios are the
following:
• Completion time (CT): this is the time to complete a single task, from the
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start event to the end event. The start of a task is identified by a LED lit and
followed by a notification to the user. The task ends when the user finds and
correctly classifies the lit LED’s colour.
• Number of commands (NC): the number of control commands that a user
inputted during a single task. It is representing the number of movements
issued to the monitoring robot.
• Number of corrective actions (NCA): the number of times the system with
VF actively filters a user movement that would otherwise lead to entering a
forbidden region. Corrective actions can be registered only when redirection
is enabled.
• Number of constraint pseudo-violations (NPV): the number of times that the
system has collided with a VF.
4.1.3 Number of Trials
Each participant is asked to complete a task four (4) times, with the task consist-
ing in locating and classifying one lit LED with the monitoring robot. For each
time the aforementioned metrics are collected, leading to four measurements per
metric for a single user trial. Each user performs exactly one trial, so as to avoid
"learning trends" as much as possible since a decrease of completion time and the
improvement of the metrics over successive trials it is not the focus of this study.
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Although it is to be expected that all users will improve regardless of the control
mode, the focus is rather on the differences between the groups of users and their
performance with the different control modes.
4.1.4 Participant Organization
The majority of the participants is made of students from the last year of BSc
and first year of MSc studies, with no restrictions on the type of background.
There are no restrictions of age nor of technical background for taking part in the
experiment, as it is not a variable of interest. The average age is 24.6± 1.87,
and the participant were coming mainly from a healthcare studies and engineering
background, although no statistics were made of that.
4.2 Experiment Setup
The static experiment setup consists in a 6-DOF manipulator mounted on a base
as shown in 4.2. The experiment workpiece will be placed in front of the robot
and will be an electronic board with eight (8) multicolour LEDs that can be lit
remotely via script (see Figure 4.1). The monitoring robot will have a camera
mounted on the end-effector and will be the primary source of information for the
user.
The user’s task is to identify which LED is lit at a certain time and what is
its colour. To accomplish the task, the users must control the camera view via a
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Figure 4.2: The setup for the experiment. A 6-DOF monitoring robot is equipped with a RGB
camera. The workpiece is placed in front within the robot’s workspace.
joystick (that is, they control the monitoring robot) to be able to look at the correct
LED and identify the LED’s colour.
Each user is asked to “find” the coloured LED 4 times in a single session. Once
these four (4) attempts have been accomplished the user is asked to fill a NASA-
TLX form (the empty form is in the appendix at page 125) and the experiment
is then over. The experiment is conducted in a "Wizard of Oz" fashion, with an
external supervisor in control of which LEDs trigger and with which colour during
the experiment. Once the supervisor decides which LED to trigger, the user is
notified and can begin the task. A single task is considered completed when the
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user correctly reports the colour of the LED that is ON. Currently, failing a task
can only happen if the user gives up in trying to adjust the camera view correctly
or if, in controlling the monitoring robot, the monitoring robot has to be stopped
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Figure 4.3: Summary of the experiment participants’ age, gender, background and their total num-
ber per each experiment scenario.
A third failing condition consists in the user wrongly identifying the colour of
the LED from the camera view. This eventuality has been foreseen during the
design phase as well. As a mitigation factor, the available colours for the LED are
only red, blue or green so that they can more easily be distinguished. Moreover,
a preliminary check of the camera feed has been carried out to ensure that the
colours do not appear too similar to each other.
Four (4) experiments have been conducted, each with fifteen (15) participants,
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Obstacles VF Redirection Visual and Haptic
Free Workspace - - -
Obstacle Baseline X - -
Obstacle Redirection X X -
Obstacle Feedback X X X
Table 4.1: Overview of the difficulty elements in the experiment scenarios
for a total of sixty individual users (i.e. n = 60). The participants’ age, gender
and background/subject of study is shown in figure 4.3 As it is shown in table 4.1,
the number of elements that could influence the users’ performance was increased
from one experiment to the next. The added obstacles are invisible to the users,
and have one additional property in addition to their position and shape: the com-
pliance. As described in more detail in section 3.1.1, the compliance changes how
"hard" an obstacle is in response to the user motion that would penetrate it. For
all the experiments, spherical virtual fixtures were used. However, in some cases,
overlapping so that to the user the obstacles didn’t always have a spherical shape.
The first experiment involves simple free motion without VF redirection, with
no obstacles in the workspace. In the first experiment, the only virtual fixtures that
have been used were to ensure the safety of the workspace and the robot. That
means a forbidden region is still defined around the worktable and the workpiece,
even if no virtual fixture redirection is present.
The second experiment introduces obstacles in the workspace. The users’ goal
is unchanged but the robot will have constrained motion every time it will come
in contact with a virtual fixture. In the second experiment, whenever the robot
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is colliding with a virtual fixture the only motion allowed is in a direction that
resolves completely the collision state, generally along the normal of the VF on
the point of contact. The user motion is completely filtered as long as the collision
state is not resolved. The second experiment provides a baseline for the future
comparison of completion times and the average number of actions to complete
the task.
The third experiment introduces virtual fixture redirection as described in 3.1,
which facilitate the robot motion when it comes in contact with an obstacle. For as
long as the collision state is not resolved, the user motion is filtered not to violate
the constraint further. In the third experiment as in the previous two experiments,
the users are not provided feedback on whether they are in a collision state or not.
The fourth experiment adds a visual and haptic feedback component to the
experiment scenario. The feedback is provided when the user is "about to" collide
with an obstacle, and also during the collision state with a slightly more intense
haptic feedback. The visual feedback consists into a visual 3D arrow that points
to the nearer obstacle from the user’s point of view (see figure 4.4).
Completion times, number of actions to accomplish the task and number of
collisions during the operation, can all be compared across the sets and against the
baseline experiment.
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Figure 4.4: The 3D arrow used for for the visual feedback in the fourth experiment scenario.
c©2020 IEEE
4.3 Scenario A: Free Workspace
As described in the previous section, the first experiment aims at providing a base-
line of operation in order to compare users’ performance against the scenario with-
out obstacles and VF redirection. When there are no obstacles in the workspace,
the users can concentrate on the way they control the robot camera view to com-
plete the task. Although the users are not provided with the information about
which LED will be lit at the beginning of each task, they have the time to eval-
uate the best way to inspect the workpiece. However, finding the quickest route
to inspect the workpiece to find the lit LED is not the goal of this experiment, as
it is not the goal to observe eventual learning trends in the users performance as
they repeat the experiment task. Therefore, the number of task that each user had
to perform has been limited to a maximum of five (5) and each user has been only
involved in one experiment scenario so to avoid the learning effect as much as
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possible.
4.3.1 Observations
In section 4.7 a more detailed analysis of the experiment results will be provided,
comparing results from all the experiment sets.
However, from the TLX reports, it can be noticed that the overall performance
of the users throughout the first experiment has been evaluated towards the "easy"
side of the spectrum. The average scores for frustration and effort from Figure 4.5
appear to be below the middle line and it is a positive sign of the base system not
being too difficult to control even for an inexperienced user. This observation is
still in line with what was hoped with the design of the first experiment, where
no obstacles are present that can influence the motion of the user and the only
unknown system is the base navigation of the robot. Moreover, this result has been
probably achieved also thanks to the choice of a joystick and game-like interface,
with the users being somehow familiar to such an environment thanks to their age.
4.4 Scenario B: Obstacles and No Virtual Fixtures Redirection
In the second experiment, obstacles were introduced in the workspace. All added
obstacles had spherical shape, but some of them were partially overlapping so that
the resulting forbidden region wasn’t perfectly spherical. In this set up, the virtual
fixtures used for the obstacles were stiff (that is, with compliance close to zero)
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TLX - Free Workspace Experiment
Average TLX Scores
Figure 4.5: Average TLX scores for the first experiment
and no redirection was provided in the case of collision.
The main objective for this experiment set up was to provide, together with the
first experiment, a baseline for comparison. The main interest in this particular
scenario was the number of times the users would have entered a forbidden region
and how that would affect their completion times and experience of the task. Even
though the experiment task remains the same, the presence of invisible obstacles
the users cannot avoid intentionally is a very frustrating element, and it has been
confirmed by the TLX responses and personal interviews, shown in Figure 4.6.
The frustration mainly comes from the system changing suddenly from normal
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operation to unresponsiveness due to the absence of redirection. Once the robot
TCP enters in contact with a virtual fixture, the only directions allowed by the
systems are those that resolve the collision state and do not have velocity compo-
nents that would further penetrate the forbidden region being in contact with. This
situation makes the forbidden region normal at the point of contact the only viable
direction of movement to resume normal operating conditions. Since no feedback
are provided from the system, the users have adopted the strategy of "sensing" the
shape of the obstacles by moving the robot into collision multiple times and slowly






















TLX - Obstacle Baseline Experiment
Average TLX Scores
Figure 4.6: Average TLX scores for the experiment with obstacles only
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4.5 Scenario C: Obstacles and Virtual Fixtures Redirection
The third experiment setup introduces virtual fixtures redirection, to smoothen the
robot motion when it comes in contact with a forbidden region. The average com-
pletion time decreases in this experiment scenario mostly due to the fact that the
robot motion now is not stopped if an obstacle is touched. Instead, the redirec-
tion filters the user velocity input and makes the robot "slide" along the obstacle
surface. The resulting motion is not the one the user expects, but the discrepancy
between user intent and robot motion is less compared to the previous scenario
thanks to the redirection factor.
It is also interesting to see how the redirection affects the number of pseudo-
violations (NPV) and corrective actions (NCA). By looking at the graph in Figure
4.7 it can be noticed the difference between the experiment with obstacles, when
redirection is enabled and when it is disabled.
The reader may expect to see the number of pseudo-violations NPVs reduce to
zero after the introduction of the VF redirection, but as it is shown in the graph
that is not the case. It is true that every time the robot is in a collision state,
every change of direction detected by the system, that is filtered by the control
framework, will count to the total number of corrective actions. This means that
the system will only increase the NCA count by one if the user, while being in a
collision state, does not change the direction of motion of the monitoring robot.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the number of corrective actions (NCA) and pseudo-violations (NPV)
between the different experiments. c©2020 IEEE
Every time the user decides to move in a different direction and the system has to
redirect the monitoring robot velocity due to a collision state in place, then the total
number of NCA will increase by exactly one per change of direction. The system
can detect any change of direction that is slower than 5ms, as this limit is set by the
Unity3D frame-rate update frequency of 200 fps. However, it is still possible to
"collide" with an obstacle and not trigger the VF redirection if the user motion is
already aligned with the tangent plane at the point of collision. This event occurs
for example every time the user experiences the "sliding" motion along an obstacle
surface, as simplified in Figure 4.8: in the last frame before leaving the obstacle
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surface, the user motion vector lies in the obstacle’s tangent plane and therefore
the action does not add to the NCA count, but it does add to the NPV count.
Figure 4.8: Representation of the sliding effect caused by the redirection and its effect on the
metrics of NCA and NPV
It is possible to notice in the experiment’s TLX scores, shown in Figure 4.9,
that the frustration index has decreased significantly compared to the scenario
where redirection was not enabled. The other indexes also appear to be on the
lower part of the possible range, which is a general indication that users felt they
accomplished the task successfully with relatively low effort and frustration.
4.6 Scenario D: Obstacles, Virtual Fixtures Redirection, Visual
and Haptic Feedback
In the fourth experiment scenario a visual haptic component is introduced to sig-
nal the presence of nearby obstacles and when the user is colliding with them.
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TLX - Obstacles with Redirection Only
Average TLX Scores
Figure 4.9: Average TLX scores for the experiment setup with obstacles and VF redirection only
The feedback is provided together with VF redirection and the goal is to assess
whether the feedback helps improve the user performance and decrease the frus-
tration factor that characterized the third experiment. The visual feedback consists
in a 3D arrow icon displayed in the bottom right corner of the user interface, which
points at the nearest obstacle along the direction of movement, even if not in the
user’s field of view. If the user collides with an obstacle, the arrow turns red and
points at the point of contact, so that the user understand where the collision took
place and which direction he or she should try to take. At first glance, the ex-
tra modality seems to not provide sensible effects in terms of average completion
time, neither positive or negative. However, by observing the average collisions
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during the experiment from Figure 4.7 it can be noticed that the extra feedback
modality contributes to decreasing the combined number of NCAs and NPVs (this
will discussed further in 4.7).
The result of the TLX questionnaires for this scenario are shown in Figure
4.10: the overall feedback provided by the users is similar to the scenario C ex-
periment, with relatively low effort required to accomplish the task and limited
frustration associated with the obstacles, redirection and feedback combination. A
more detailed comparison of the TLX scores is treated in section 4.7 where it will
be discussed the effect of the extra feedback modality on cognitive load and what
can be concluded from the statistical analysis.
4.7 Comparison Among Experiments
Now that the experiment scenarios have been individually described, it is impor-
tant to compare the metrics and TLX scores to investigate what are the effects of
the VF redirection and additional feedback on the users performance and difficulty
evaluation.
The first graph that is worth introducing is the average completion time CT per
experiment scenario, shown in Figure 4.11: it is expected to notice an increase
in the average CT when obstacles are introduced in the workspace. However, a
decrease in the average CT can be observed in the scenarios where redirection is
introduced and also where haptic and extra visual feedback is provided.
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TLX - Obstacles with Redirection and Feedback
Average TLX Scores
Figure 4.10: Average TLX scores for the experiment setup with obstacles, VF redirection and
feedback
The one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) determined that there is a statis-
tically significant difference between the groups (F(3,237) = 4.74, p = 0.0031).
The subsequent post hoc tests were performed on the pairs: (obstacle baseline,
obstacle redirection) and (obstacle baseline, obstacle feedback). The first post
hoc test does not highlights a statistically significant difference between the sce-
nario where redirection was disabled and when it was active (P = 0.36), however
there is a statistically significant difference between the former scenario and when
both redirection and visual feedback are introduced (P = 0.0039). It is true that
even with redirection and visual and haptic feedback to overcome the difficulty of
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of completion times among the four experiment sets. c©2020 IEEE
the obstacles, the average completion time increases from the scenario with free
workspace. However, it is very interesting that the combination of redirection and
feedback provide a relative improvement in accomplishing the task in terms of
completion time.
To measure the perceived complexity of the task in each scenario, the users
had to fill the TLX form: comparing the task load indexes will help understand
the effects that the redirection and the additional feedback had on the perceived
difficulty of the experiment and also provide insights for the usability evaluation.
The first index that is interesting to notice is the average of the perceived effort
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TLX - Average Effort Index 
Free Workspace Obstacles Baseline Obstacles Redirection Obstacle Feedback
Figure 4.12: Comparison of the effort TLX scores among the four experiment sets. c©2020 IEEE
From a quick glance at Figure 4.12 it can be seen that the average effort de-
creases from an only obstacles scenario when redirection and additional feedback
are introduced, remaining however still greater than the first scenario of the free
workspace. This pattern has also characterized the CT analysis, and still posi-
tively hinting that although obstacles are increasing the difficulty of the task, redi-
rection and additional feedback contribute in making the task easier for the user.
Performing the one-way ANOVA on the users effort scores, it can be stated that
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there is statistically significant difference between the groups (F(3,56) = 13.89,
p = 6.98 · 10−6). Furthermore, the post hoc tests showed that there is a statisti-
cally significant difference between the Obstacle Baseline scenario and Obstacle
Redirection (P = 0.003), but not significant enough between Obstacle Redirection
and Obstacle Feedback (P = 0.59). This latest result is likely to indicate that the
VF redirection plays the bigger role in decreasing the perceived effort to accom-
plish the task. It is a positive finding in that the most difficult part of the task
consisted in avoiding the invisible obstacles, rather than just controlling the mon-
itoring robot to reach a different point of view. The additional feedback did not
seem to increase the overall mental load according to the results of the TLX: the
mental, physical and temporal scores remained fairly consistent across the differ-
ent experiment, suggesting that the task was not "rushed", was not demanding in
terms of physical abilities, nor was requiring high problem solving capabilities
which is still consistent with the intention of the experiment scenarios. However,
the additional visual and haptic feedback did have an effect on the performance
score. In particular, there is statistically significant difference between the differ-
ent experiment performance scores (F(3,56) = 10.89, p = 9.75 · 10−6), with the
graph comparison shown in Figure 4.13.
The most interesting detail is that in this case, scenario C (Obstacle Redirec-
tion) and scenario D (Obstacle Feedback) present a statistically significant differ-
ence (P = 0.035), and at the same time the performance reported in the scenario
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the performance TLX scores among the four experiment sets. c©2020
IEEE
Table 4.2: Statistically meaningful difference from the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
Statistical Difference
Scenarios CT Effort Performance
Obstacle Baseline vs. Obstacle Redirection X X -
Obstacle Redirection vs. Obstacle Feedback - - X
D, where the additional feedback was provided, is very close to the average perfor-
mance reported in the free workspace of scenario A. Combined with the previous
finding, this analysis suggests that the monitoring robot navigation is actually im-
proved by the VF redirection, and the additional feedback has the effect of making
the users feel more efficient at accomplishing the task: if this effect cannot be
concluded by looking at the completion times alone, it resonates in the decrease
of NCA and NPV thanks to the presence of the additional visual clue and haptic
feedback of the duration of the collision with an obstacle.
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4.8 Reflections on an Industrial Application
The usability evaluation aims at answering the questions posed at the beginning
of this chapter, with laboratory experiments tailored to have as many controlled
variables as possible in order to narrow the search for the key elements in the VF
control framework.
However it is important to mention that the development of the monitoring
robot and the VF redirection control finally aims at addressing challenges that are
faced in the welding industry during robotised welding. The usability evaluation
has a key role in understanding what were the effects of the proposed control
framework and monitoring solution in a laboratory setup that replicates part of the
difficulties encountered during and actual industrial case.
In an actual robotised welding task, the monitoring task is typically made more
difficult by the noise introduced by the welding equipment and the variability of
the welding process itself, making it hard to control in a laboratory setup when a
broader user study needs to be conducted. However, the problem of achieving a
different point of view in the workspace monitor the process without interfering
with the welding system is the most crucial part when an external monitoring unit
is used, as it is proposed in this research, and that has been the main focus of the
laboratory setup in this investigation.
The challenges related to the quality of the sensors and their efficacy in dif-
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ferent welding application has not been treated in this research, as the proposed
system and the findings of this chapter are applicable regardless of the hardware
equipment that is provided to the monitoring unit.
4.9 Summary
This Chapter examined the effects of different elements in the monitoring frame-
work on users’ performance and the relationships with their task evaluation. Four
different experiments were carried out, each experiment with 15 users that were
instructed to navigate the monitoring robot to find an LED target multiple times.
Each scenario introduced an additional element in the system that affected the
navigation, either negatively (like the invisible obstacles) or positively (like VF
redirection and additional visual and haptic feedback). Following the experiments
with a statistical analysis of the user responses and metrics, it was observed that
the VF redirection affects positively the navigation of the monitoring robot. The
average CT showed a meaningful decrease from the scenario with obstacles only
to the scenarios where obstacles were present but redirection was enabled.
Moreover, the extra feedback modality affected the performance score from the
TLX form, with the most statistically significant difference. The results indicate
that the additional visual feedback, together with haptic information about the
duration of the collision with an obstacle, positively affects the user’s performance,
and in the presented form are suitable candidates for the type of navigation task
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that the monitoring robot is expected to carry out in an actual industrial setup.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Thesis Conclusions and Contributions
This thesis has presented the investigation and development of a VF control frame-
work of a robotic unit for monitoring an industrial robotic process. The research
focused on the selection of the control method for the monitoring robotic unit,
keeping in mind the user-in-the-loop design of the final application. By enabling
remote monitoring of a robotic process, allowing different viewpoint selection
without interfering with the main industrial task, the system helps address the
challenges related to navigation and camera placement during teleoperation.
The background presented in Chapter 2 was an aid to the selection of the vir-
tual fixture approach and helped in understanding the challenges related to teleop-
eration and the camera placement problem; it examined existing methods used in
teleoperation and existing systems used in the industry for remote monitoring with
their advantages and disadvantages in order to answer the first research question
posed in Chapter 1: "What are the challenges related to monitoring a system with
an external robotic unit?".
As summarized in Section 2.6, the literature review has played a crucial role
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in grounding the main features that the monitoring strategy had to possess and the
rationale behind each design choice. As a result, in this thesis a VF based approach
has been developed with an admittance type of control for the tele-operation of
the monitoring robot. The combination of virtual fixtures and admittance control
allows for a more precise position control and stable behaviour during free-motion,
as well as a smooth transition from unconstrained to constrained motion.
One of the contribution of this thesis has been the development of a VF control
framework, presented in Chapter 3, in answer to the research question "Is it possi-
ble to provide flexible viewpoint selection independently of the task that is being
performed?".
With an external robotic unit being in charge of the monitoring task, the se-
lected control method was able to tackle the additional challenge of navigating the
workspace without interfering with the task robot when a user was manually con-
trolling the monitoring unit. The safety of the navigation of the monitoring unit
and the task robot is ensured by the combined action of the 3D environment and
the VF based control. The virtual fixtures and the varying compliance are able to
influence the robot motion by filtering out the velocity components input by the
user that are in violation of a forbidden region. By defining forbidden regions, or
virtual fixtures, around the workpiece, as well as the task robot and relevant obsta-
cles, the user can navigate the monitoring robot in the workspace without having
to consider how to avoid colliding with such objects. The proposed approach has
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been chosen to obtain a safer system response in case the monitoring robot vio-
lates a forbidden region with a part its body or in the case of sudden input from
the user side: filtering out components of the monitoring robot velocity does not
introduce energy into the system and results in a damped motion, even in the case
where connection with the monitoring unit is compromised.
The thesis also posed the question "What are the design choices to have a seam-
less transition between an autonomous mode of operation and a mode that allows
for user input?". In order to answer that question, Chapter 3 detailed how the
VF control approach is adopted with the autonomous navigation part and how the
admittance type of control has been preferred in a user-in-the-loop design.
Moreover, Chapter 4 presented and discussed the results of the usability eval-
uation of the VF control for the monitoring robot when solving a laboratory task
that required the user to navigate around a test-piece and avoid invisible barriers.
Four experiments have been carried out, where 15 users in each scenario had the
task to find the only lit LED in a test piece. Navigating the monitoring robot to find
the LED was the main challenge during the experiments. This served to evaluate
how demanding the navigation of the monitoring unit can be in the presence of
obstacles.
A statistical analysis of the results showed that, compared to an obstacle free
workspace, the VF control adds little extra load to the users while improving their
performance in terms of completion time and number of collisions. By analysing
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the TLX scores from each experiment scenario, the virtual fixture redirection de-
creases the frustration of the users while not impacting their perceived effort or
performance in a negative way.
Another contribution of the thesis has been the evaluation of additional nav-
igational feedback and its impact on user performance and cognitive load. The
trade-off between multi-modal feedback and cognitive load is a very important as-
pect in teleoperation, and in this case it has been important not to overload users
with information about the navigation of the monitoring robot. As a reminder, the
operator’s task in an industrial scenario is to be able to reach the different view
point to inspect the process or workpiece, and the navigation of the monitoring
robot itself should not overload the user with information that would limit his/her
capacity to observe the industrial process being carried out by the task robot.
5.2 Limitations and Future Work
One of the most important limitations in the current monitoring system is its diffi-
culty to cope with limited degrees of freedom and to avoid reaching configurations
where no motion is allowed due to joint limits. This problem is mainly due to the
absence of a planner when the user is in control of the monitoring robot, and even
if the system can advise the operator to perform a reconfiguration that action could
sometime violate forbidden regions. To overcome this limitation the monitoring
robot should have 7 or more degrees of freedom, as is typically the case, for ex-
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ample, for equipment used in robotised surgery. With more degrees of freedom
available, the VF redirection could be applied without concerns for the available
DOF-s without the problem of having the monitoring robot unable to move.
A topic for future work is the development of an intelligent agent for the au-
tonomous tracking part of the control framework. If on one hand the virtual fixture
redirection can be left enabled for both the manual and autonomous navigation,
on the other the autonomous tracking algorithm cannot influence the user path if
a higher level abstraction is made on what view points may be more interesting
for the task being monitored. Thanks to some of the techniques developed by re-
searchers to solve the camera placement problem, more knowledge on the most
suitable viewpoints for a given workpiece could be "learned" or integrated into the
system to achieve higher autonomy.
Moreover, a more intelligent logic for the navigation could improve the tran-
sition from manual mode to navigation and restore the path that the monitoring
robot would have tracked as if the user hadn’t taken over with manual input. The
system can then be tested in a similar laboratory setup for a dynamic task with a
moving workpiece. The evaluation will have to consider first the dynamic motion
only with no obstacles and then gradually more complex obstacle scenarios would
be introduced just as it has been discussed and presented in Chapter 4.
Such improvements will eventually lead to an increasingly more autonomous
monitoring unit that can serve the operator better, with less and less need for over-
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riding manual actions, so that the operator can focus on the inspection task. Fi-
nally, the prospect of lifting more of the cognitive load from the operator task
of controlling the monitoring unit could pave the way for more options in multi-




ROS-Unity3D Based System for Monitoring of an Industrial
Robotic Process
Planning and monitoring the manufacturing of high quality one-of-a-kind prod-
ucts are challenging tasks. In the implementation of an industrial system, the
commissioning phase is typically comprised of a programming phase and an opti-
mization phase. Most of the resources are commonly invested in the optimization
of the process. The time and cost of the implementation can be reduced if the
monitoring system is not embedded in the industrial process, but kept instead as a
decoupled task. In this paper we present a framework to simulate and execute the
monitoring task of an industrial process in Unity3D, without interfering with the
original system. The monitoring system is made of external additional equipment
and is decoupled from the industrial task. The monitoring robot’s path is subject
to multiple constraints to track the original process without affecting its execution.
Moreover, the framework is flexible thanks to the Unity-ROS communication so
that the monitoring task can be carried on by any ROS-compatible device. The
monitoring system has been applied to a robotic system for heavy, multi-pass TIG
welding of voluminous work-pieces. The results of the implementation show that
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the constraints for monitoring were satisfactory in the 3D environment and capable
for real robot application. (Sita et al., 2017)
Robot Companion for Industrial Process Monitoring Based on
Virtual Fixtures
In this paper, the use of a monitoring companion is proposed to more efficiently
collect the process information during the tuning of industrial systems, and there-
fore to assist the system integrator in the optimization process for complex robotic
installations. The monitoring companion consists of an industrial manipulator
(monitoring robot) and a Unity-ROS framework for controlling it. We discuss in
this paper the features that allow the solution to be re-used in different industrial
application thanks to its compatibility with ROS. In particular, we present the ap-
proach based on admittance virtual fixtures and how we use such abstraction to
track a moving target (it could be the end-effector of another robot for example).
Moreover, the concept of varying compliance is introduced as a way to influence
the motion of the monitoring robot on the virtual fixtures in the presence of ob-
stacles. The experiments have been conducted in simulation as well as on real
hardware to test the accuracy of the system at respecting the virtual fixtures with
both a static and a moving monitoring target, although in the current implemen-
tation the varying compliance was not included in the experiments. (Sita et al.,
2018).
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Usability Study of a Robot Companion for Monitoring
Industrial Processes
In this paper we present the findings of a usability study for a monitoring
robotic unit tele-operated via a virtual fixtures (VF) based control framework. The
study aims at investigating the impact of VF on the robot navigation as well as
the impact of multimodal feedback on the user performance in a static inspection
task. The findings will help in the design of the monitoring control framework to
inspect a robotised welding process, as it has been researched in previous work.
The study has been conducted with untrained participants, involved in four (4)
different test scenarios. The experiments treated a static case in which users were
asked to navigate the monitoring robot in the workspace to find a lit LED of a test-
piece. The statistical analysis of the experiment metrics showed a positive impact
of the VF control on the navigation of the monitoring robot even for users with
no previous experience. Moreover, from the analysis of the task load index forms
(TLX) it emerged that the combination of VF control and additional multimodal
feedback improved the user performance without negatively impacting the effort
required to accomplish the task.
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ROS-Unity3D Based System for Monitoring of an
Industrial Robotic Process
Enrico Sita1, Csongor Márk Horváth2, Trygve Thomessen3, Péter Korondi2, Anthony G. Pipe1
Abstract— Planning and monitoring the manufacturing of
high quality one-of-a-kind products are challenging tasks. In
the implementation of an industrial system, the commissioning
phase is typically comprised of a programming phase and
an optimization phase. Most of the resources are commonly
invested in the optimization of the process. The time and
cost of the implementation can be reduced if the monitoring
system is not embedded in the industrial process, but kept
instead as a decoupled task. In this paper we present a
framework to simulate and execute the monitoring task of
an industrial process in Unity3D, without interfering with the
original system. The monitoring system is made of external
additional equipment and is decoupled from the industrial task.
The monitoring robot’s path is subject to multiple constraints
to track the original process without affecting its execution.
Moreover, the framework is flexible thanks to the Unity-ROS
communication so that the monitoring task can be carried on by
any ROS-compatible device. The monitoring system has been
applied to a robotic system for heavy, multi-pass TIG welding
of voluminous work-pieces. The results of the implementation
show that the constraints for monitoring were satisfactory in
the 3D environment and capable for real robot application.
I. INTRODUCTION
For complex industrial processes that produce high quality,
one-of-a-kind products, planning is one of the most time-
consuming phases. However, during the execution of the
process constant and accurate monitoring is necessary to
ensure that what has been planned, simulated and tested is
accurately reproduced on the real workpiece. The methods
of classical automation are therefore not suitable for this
kind of production. Processes are difficult to adapt, and the
complex commissioning phase prevents companies to react
to these market demands in time. Automation and industrial
robotics however allow to automate such complex processes
while maintaining a high level of flexibility. While there are
many different industrial applications that reflect this scheme,
[1], [2], [3], in this paper we will focus on the particular
processes of heavy grinding and welding as they have been
used as test cases for our implementation.
In the industry, for both rigid and flexible automation
solutions, the commissioning phase remains one of the most
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expensive parts of the process [4], [5]. During the commis-
sioning phase the optimization is the most time expensive
task, where the process is tuned and calibrated with respect
to all the controllable parameters. If the optimization phase
was too much time consuming, it would be hardly justified
for one-of-a-kind types of production since the investment
wouldn’t be supported by a high-volume production. This is
one of the reasons why it is not feasible to embed the mon-
itoring system in the industrial process itself. Moreover the
monitoring process is mainly used to optimize the industrial
system, and with an independent monitoring solution it can
be re-used on other applications once it fulfils its purpose.
The framework described in this paper aims at providing
the tools to simulate and test the monitoring strategy with
an industrial robot for heavy welding and grinding task, in
order to shorten the time of the optimization phase and make
the commissioning phase more efficient. Figure 1 shows the
current setup for the welding task in our lab.
It is also important to notice that the remote monitoring
system serves also as a means to provide external assistance
on systems which are fully operational. Therefore, after the
commissioning phase a system might benefit from external
monitoring to evaluate the product quality even though it was
not originally designed to include such a system.
Nonetheless, the framework and the results presented
in this work are not to be seen as constrained to heavy
welding and grinding processes. In fact, the monitoring
system described in this paper is independent of the robotic
Fig. 1. Lab set-up of the welding task. The welding robot is a NACHI
MC70. The actual monitoring robot is not shown in this set-up.
hardware and also independent of the industrial process being
monitored.
Moreover, the recent progress made in the fields of Aug-
mented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) is reshaping
the future of human robot interactions ([6], [7], [8], [9]).
Multi-modal feedbacks can now be more easily combined
to communicate much more information about the real
system and also to provide more immersive experiences
when we interact with the digital environment [10]. In fact,
the gap that exists between the user’s actions in the digital
world and their effect on the real system is slowly but
steadily narrowing. Concretely, the intention to later integrate
in our framework multi-modal interactions for man-machine
communication is reflected in the choice of Unity [11] as
the component in charge of displaying the digital models and
interface with the user. Although not the only possible option,
the game engine Unity is supported by an active community
and a well grounded ecosystem, besides being among the
top choices for AR/VR development [11]. In Unity we
design the user interface and the monitoring process in a
3D environment before having the task performed by a real
robot. In contrast to a simulation software (e.g. Gazebo [12])
Unity3D is not conceived to accurately reproduce real world
scenarios in terms of dynamics and physics, but rather to
visualize models in a 3D environment and interact with
them just as it is the case in games development. The main
advantage thus is in the flexibility to design the user interface
and the user’s interactions with the virtual world.
The second core component is the well known Robot
Operating System (ROS), [13] which is used to directly
communicate with all the hardware components which are
not directly involved in the UI design, such as robots and
sensors. ROS allows the framework to interface with any
ROS-compatible robot without the need to change the control
strategy or the monitoring task.
In this paper we present a framework to simulate the
monitoring task of an industrial process in Unity3D. The
monitoring process is subject to multiple constraints in
order not to interfere with the industrial task. Moreover, we
discuss the flexibility of the framework that allows for easy
deployment of the monitoring task on a real robot.
II. RELATED WORK
Due to the flexibility we intend to give to our framework,
there are many different research contributions that need to
be acknowledged and approaches that have to be mentioned.
As previously stated, the industrial process of welding
treated in this paper should not pose a limitation in the
conclusions we want to draw. The framework is to be seen as
independent of the particular robotic task being treated here,
but we shall mention related work for similar processes in
order to provide better context to the need of a monitoring
system for the entire process.
In contrast to high-volume fully automated production
systems where monitoring is mainly used for quality control,
in smaller batches production systems there is often the need
for continuous monitoring. In [14] Pfeifer et al. describe the
advantages of an inspection system along a micro-assembly
line. Buschhaus et al. present in [15] monitoring of a robot-
based process for the metallization of three dimensional
molded interconnected devices. The monitoring is crucial
in this processes as it serves as in-line correction method
in order ensure high quality results. The implementation
of a monitoring task for a robot welding application is
a continuation of the concept presented in [16]. In their
work, Zimber et al. discuss how an autonomous industrial
manipulator (AIMM) can be used for monitoring an indus-
trial process. Ultimately, due to the increasing demand from
SMEs of remote support solutions for their industrial robotic
systems, a monitoring AIMM can significantly improve
remote maintenance and assistance. The separate solution
brings significant advantages, since it doesn’t interfere with
the industrial process. In fact, if additional sensors have to be
integrated in the industrial process they have to be included
in the design process and their presence can redefine the op-
timization process of the task itself. If additional equipment
or additional support tasks are not included in the design
process, it is possible that they cannot be integrated at all
without an immense investment of resources. The monitoring
robot can be programmed also after an industrial process
optimization phase and it doesn’t require modifications in
the original system. It serves as a less expensive, quicker-to-
integrate external equipment.
For what regards the ROS-Unity communication and its
advantages, there are several papers that explored the po-
tential of such connection and that in general investigated
the potential of Unity for designing Human Robot Interface
(HRI). The work of Bartneck et al. in [17] is one of the
first papers advocating the user friendliness of Unity for
the design of human robot interaction. One of the main
arguments of the paper is that programming robot behaviours
and interactions is easier in Unity due to the presence of a
set of tools for animations and visual programming used in
game development. However, in their work they decide not
to involve any middle-ware solution for robotic hardware and
implement all the communication logic and HRI within the
Unity environment. Other works ([18] [19]) that followed
explored further the possibility of using ROS as middle-
ware solution, while still managing the HRI in Unity or
similar software. The research works mentioned here are in
the field of telepresence and teleoperation where multi-modal
user interactions are essential. Nonetheless we mainly cite
such contributions to highlight the flexibility and modularity
allowed by the connection between Unity and ROS. In [20]
Codd-Downey et al. proposed an architecture Unity-ROS to
control a mobile robot in virtual reality.
Furthermore, Pan et al. [21] proposed an approach for
simulating a robotic welding task in Unity. As previously
mentioned, Unity is a game engine and not originally thought
as a simulation software and therefore lacking proper tools
to include the dynamics of the system and accurate hardware
parameters. As the authors point out, such system could be
beneficial for educational purposes and training.
From a slightly different perspective, we see the Unity
environment as where, besides the user interactions, some of
the higher level logic is processed and then communicated
to the hardware through ROS or other dedicated channels.
Concretely, by receiving real-time information about the
state of the system we can animate the 3D environment
accordingly and apply constraints on the monitoring robot’s
motion.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The framework can be divided into two parts:
• The industrial process (i.e. the robotic welding task)
• The monitoring process
The system in charge of performing the welding task
is based on the work presented by Horvath et al. in [22]
and shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, the welding process
data are communicated to ROS and thus made ”accessible”
to the monitoring process, which is based in Unity and
communicating with hardware through ROS.
The general architecture of the whole framework is shown
in Fig.3, where the connection ROS-Unity is the main bridge
between the different subparts of the system. The monitoring
process is directly linked to Unity as it is designed and
implemented with the game engine. It is also worth mention-
ing that the monitoring task is linked to multi-modal man-
machine communication to reflect the HMI design process
that takes place in Unity. In fact, it is possible to integrate dif-
ferent types of feedbacks (tactile, audio, visual) into the same
digital environment without the need of additional software.
The monitoring task should be only partly automated, in the
sense that the user should have the freedom to adjust the view
to his/her needs without having to worry not to interfere with
the welding process currently ongoing. In this context, multi-
modal feedbacks can increase the user’s comfort when he/she
takes control over the monitoring robot. Furthermore, the
connection with multi-modal communication also reflects our
intent to eventually interface the system with VR/AR equip-
ment to investigate immersive telepresence applications.
Fig. 2. The set-up of our lab with a welding process (orange dashed line)
and the associated monitoring task with way points.
Fig. 3. Layout of the framework presented.
The 3D environment use for the simulation is created by
importing the CAD models of the robot and the workpiece
involved in the welding process. Such models are then placed
in Unity along with the 3D model of the robot used for the
monitoring task, as it is shown in Fig.4.
The welding application provides the data about the weld-
ing path, which can be displayed into Unity and visual-
ized together with the workpiece. The reference frames of
the welding robot, the torch and the workpiece are also
communicated by the welding application to Unity through
ROS. Once the welding path is available in Unity, the
monitoring program calculates the path for the observation
taking into account the torch orientation and the welding
robot configuration in order to avoid collisions with the
system.
The default monitoring strategy consists of simply fol-
lowing the welding process while keeping the welding torch
and the part of the workpiece being machined inside the
camera’s field of view. However, sometimes this strategy is
not the most desired one by the user, which should be then
allowed to tweak and adjust the camera position if necessary.
Therefore the Unity scene allows for user commands that
modify the camera position and orientation while tracking
the ongoing process.
It is then possible to observe in the 3D environment the
welding robot moving according to the real-time joint values
provided by the industrial process, furthermore the user can
see through the camera view of the simulated monitoring
robot and observe how the process while it’s performed. The
details of the actual implementation of the framework and the
monitoring scene in Unity will be discussed in the following
section.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
This section treats the implementation of some sub-parts
of the system, mainly regarding the communication between
all elements. The last part of this section describes how the
animation/control of the 3D model is carried out in Unity.
A. ROS
In the implementation of the system, the communication
between Unity, ROS and the welding process is based on the
following elements:
• C# Rosbridge for Unity-ROS. This script establishes the
connection and allows for invoking Ros services
• Rosbbridge script for Welding process and ROS. This
script allows the welding system software to publish
data onto topics.
• Ros topics of the welding process. Currently the data
published are welding path positions, workpiece refer-
ence frame and robot reference frame
Regarding this specific welding process the industrial
system doesn’t allow for external control commands, mean-
ing that Unity can only fetch the real-time information to
synchronize the monitoring task but cannot interfere with
the ongoing welding operation.
B. Joint Reading
It is thus important for the monitoring robot to receive at
runtime the welding robot configuration, that is its joint val-
ues. The welding robot used in our system is a NACHI MC-
50, while the robot model used for simulating the monitoring
is a NACHI MZ-04 and each robot has 6 DOF. Although
the welding robot is ROS-compatible, in our implementation
we exploit a different communication channel to receive
the robot’s encoder values at runtime. In fact, we use a
Rasperry-Pi connected to the robot to read the encoder values
through UDP communication. The implementation details of
such device are not the subject of this paper, but for the
sake of clarity Unity receives precise encoder values of the
welding robot through UDP communication. Even though the
Fig. 4. The Unity environment and the 3D visualization of a welding path.
The 3D model of the object has been hidden to better visualize the path. In
the detail it is shown the monitoring robot with the visualization of the IK
solver constraints.
device allows for joint control, as previously mentioned this
capability is disabled for Unity since the monitoring process
is not allowed to control the welding task. The encoder values
received in Unity are then converted into joint angles ([rad])




i + (Enci − Encoffseti )/πi (1)
where i is the joint index, Enci is the encoder value of
joint i received through UDP connection and the parameters
Θoffseti , Enc
offset
i and πi are constants obtained from the
robot controller beforehand. The update frequency of the
encoder values has a limit of 5ms (both for writing and
reading), which limits the Unity maximum frame rate to
200 fps. However, such a limit is more than enough for real
time application and does not constitutes a bottle neck in our
system.
In the 3D simulation we display the robotic cell thanks
to the CAD models obtained from the industrial process.
The digital welding robot is synchronized with the joint
values coming from the real robot. We assume that the
monitoring robot is equipped with a camera mounted on the
end effector and we use the end effector’s reference frame
for the camera’s orientation.
C. Animation in the 3D Environment
When the welding starts, the monitoring robot starts track-
ing the welding torch by keeping it in the camera’s field of
view. The robot is animated via a c# IK solver based on the
work presented in [23] and made available as a Unity-plugin.
In addition to the field-of-view constraint, the monitoring
robot needs to take into account the following constraints:
• The distance from the torch must not be lower than a
certain threshold;
• Avoid collision with the welding robot;
• Keep the welding torch in the centre of the camera;
Each frame, the encoder values received from the
Raspberry-Pi are converted into radians and used to update
the position of the 3D model. Then, the monitoring algorithm
enforces the constraints on the 3D model of the MZ-04 and
then compares the newly calculated joint values with the ones
of the previous frame. If there is a difference between the
two frames it proceeds by performing the inverse conversion
to obtain the corresponding encoder values that the actual
robot should reach. Finally, the new encoder values are sent
through UDP to the Raspberry-Pi connected to the MZ-04.
This process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Joint conversion and update in Unity
Input: MZ-04 Encoder Values
Output: Unity-generated Encoder Values
Encoder Reading and Conversion
1: for i = 1 to ndof do
2: Obtain θi
3: Convert θi from radians to degrees
4: Update the 3D model of the i-th joint
5: end for
6: Enforce the IK-solver constraints
7: for i = 1 to ndof do
8: Obtain the new θi in degrees
9: Convert θi from degrees to radians
10: Obtain ENCi with the inverse conversion
11: Store ENCi in the array ENCnew
12: end for
13: return ENCnew
In Algorithm 1, ndof is the number of joints of the
monitoring robot. Moreover, it is worth observing how Step
6 of the algorithm implies that the IK-solver modifies the
pose of the 3D model, according to the objectives that are
active in that frame.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system has been evaluated in a simulation conducted
entirely in Unity. The model of the welding robot was pro-
grammed to move along a test path (see green line in figure
4, and three main objectives were set on the model of the
monitoring robot: welding torch had to remain in focus (look-
at constraint); maximum distance between the welding torch
and the monitoring robot’s end effector; collision avoidance
with the welding robot. Every run consisted of the welding
robot performing the path once (back and forth), while we
observed the behaviour of the monitoring robot.
During the monitoring simulation the robot’s configuration
could occasionally fluctuate due to the multiple objective
optimization. In fact, since the optimization algorithm is
based on GA, the robot might move from its current config-
uration to one with a higher fitness. However, a monitoring
simulation is considered successful when the main objectives
presented in section IV are satisfied. This means that two
successful simulations may have slightly different monitoring
paths, but they both accomplish collision avoidance while
keeping track of the welding torch and the workpiece. Given
a specific instance of the objective, we are not interested in
the global optimum within the given search space, but rather
a sub-optimal solution in a limited time frame (since the
search is computed at run-time).
The main reason why we considered different solutions
acceptable is due to our intention to include also commands
given by the user to control the monitoring view. Therefore,
since in the future the monitoring path will be modified at
runtime by the user’s actions, the system must allow for some
flexibility in the robot configurations.
In the welding task considered in this paper we did not
incur situations were one or more of the objectives could not
be satisfied. However, it is important to consider such cases
to prevent unexpected behaviours from the monitoring robot.
In fact, when not all objectives can be satisfied the robot
might jump between configuration that optimize different
objective that however share similar weights. In order to
prevent these fluctuations, we decided to implement an agent
in charge of supervising the IK solver at runtime. Concretely,
in the event of configurations which do not fulfil one or
more constraints this agent will add a special constraint to
the optimization function of the IK solver.
The additional objective is called ”displacement objective”
and its sole purpose is to punish all new configurations
found which are ”distant” from the current one in terms of
joint space. It is important to observe that the agent is also
ensuring that the objective are satisfied with the same priority
with which they have been listed in the previous section. This
is achieved by changing the weights at runtime in a fashion
that consistently reflects the aforementioned order.
Thus, with the assumption that the priorities are kept
intact, the displacement objective ensures that robot is not
”jumping” to a new configuration which is significantly
different from the current one, even if the overall fitness of
the solution would improve.
The experiments in simulation show that the monitoring
robot is capable of tracking the welding torch without spe-
cific knowledge of the welding path (the trajectory was only
known by the welding robot model). In the bigger frame-
work, it helps proving that such a model-based approach is
suitable for remote monitoring of an industrial task.
In this work, the monitoring task has been implemented
entirely in simulation, checking that the constraints were
satisfied in the 3D environment. However, it is possible to
implement the very same simulation on a real robot and this
will be part of our future works. The intention is to exploit
the UDP communication that has been used to synchronize
the system with the industrial process, and use it this time
for joint control of the monitoring robot. In this context we
will conduct tests to assess the capability of the system to
decrease the time for troubleshooting compared to a situation
where monitoring was absent.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a framework for robotic moni-
toring of an industrial process. The key achievements of this
work are the following:
• Remote monitoring system for an industrial robotic
process.
• Flexibility of the system due to ROS-Unity communi-
cation. The monitoring can be executed with any ROS-
compatible hardware.
• Non-invasiveness of the remote monitoring. The param-
eters of the industrial process remain unmodified and
the monitoring equipment can be introduced without
compromising the welding task.
• Compact solution to set up a monitoring strategy. The
monitoring robot is controlled in the same framework
that provides the camera view.
The framework has been used for the planning and evalu-
ation of the monitoring strategy on the welding application.
One of the objective is to move toward a shorter set up
time thanks to the decoupling from the original process.
We are currently running tests in our lab in order to collect
more data. The system provides a more flexible compared
to an embedded monitoring solution that would have to be
designed taking into consideration the welding path and the
welding equipment, and that couldn’t be re-used on different
installations.
Finally, we aim at extending our framework for multi-
modal man-machine communication (4MC) and VR/AR
devices for remote monitoring.
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Robot Companion for Industrial Process Monitoring Based on Virtual
Fixtures
Enrico Sita1, Trygve Thomessen2, Anthony G. Pipe, Farid Dailami, Matthew Studley
Abstract— In this paper, the use of a monitoring companion
is proposed to more efficiently collect the process information
during the tuning of industrial systems, and therefore to assist
the system integrator in the optimization process for complex
robotic installations. The monitoring companion consists of
an industrial manipulator (monitoring robot) and a Unity-
ROS framework for controlling it. We discuss in this paper
the features that allow the solution to be re-used in different
industrial application thanks to its compatibility with ROS.
In particular, we present the approach based on admittance
virtual fixtures and how we use such abstraction to track a
moving target (it could be the end-effector of another robot
for example). Moreover, the concept of varying compliance is
introduced as a way to influence the motion of the monitoring
robot on the virtual fixtures in the presence of obstacles. The
experiments have been conducted in simulation as well as on
real hardware to test the accuracy of the system at respecting
the virtual fixtures with both a static and a moving monitoring
target, although in the current implementation the varying
compliance was not included in the experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
For system integrators, optimizing complex industrial
robotic applications (e.g. robotised welding) is a difficult and
time-consuming task. This is usually due to discrepancies
between the models and the actual behaviour of complex
systems, and the system integrator needs to fine tune the final
installation by trial and error to obtain the desired quality.
This procedure is even more tedious when the operator
cannot access the robotic system once in operation and
must rely on additional sensors to acquire the necessary
process information. However, it is often difficult to find
a permanent placement for the sensors to be able to fully
monitor the process at any given time during the trials, and
this would also be a very expensive and potentially unreliable
approach, if applied to all of the robot installations. While it
is hard to completely remove this trial and error fashion, it is
possible to provide a way to gather process information more
effectively that can be used in several robotic installations.
It is then proposed to provide the system integrator with a
monitoring robot in addition to the robot(s) belonging to the
industrial process that needs to be optimized (also referred
to as task robot(s)). The monitoring robot can be equipped
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with several different sensors and can be moved into close
proximity of any installed robot so that it can be used to
collect information from that process during and/or after
the operation without interfering. The system operator can
control the monitoring robot to change its viewpoint and
acquire information from various positions (e.g. inspect a
workpiece from different angles). With a more effective way
of gathering process data, the system integrator can perform
his/her primary task (optimizing the industrial process) more
efficiently. Since controlling the monitoring robot is not a
primary task, the challenge is to make such interaction as
flawless as possible not to overload the operator. The operator
will control the monitoring robot with a camera view from
its endeffector and via a joystick or similar interface.
The concept and the framework to control the monitoring
robot and synchronize it with the task robot has been
previously discussed in [1]. This paper instead, focuses on
the control strategy to navigate the monitoring robot inside
the workspace, which is based on abstract surfaces, called
virtual fixtures [2], [3] (Conceptual representation in Figure
1).
Fig. 1. Conceptual representation of a virtual fixture. The virtual fixture
should prevent the robot’s end-effector from entering a certain forbidden
region.
II. RELATED WORK
Other researchers have worked on the use of a robot to
monitor another industrial process, as it provides flexibility
in the choice of viewpoint angle in the workspace as well
as allowing any inspection to be performed remotely (so
improving EHS conditions when the industrial process is
carried on in a harsh environment).
Carvalho et al. in [4] discuss virtual reality approaches to
be able to inspect an Oil offshore platform, so as to improve
understanding during simulation before moving to the real
industrial site. Both advanced control techniques and virtual
reality representations can improve the situation awareness of
the remote site and facilitate the remote control of industrial
manipulators that have to act in such remote environment.
In particular, in [5] the authors have proposed an in-
spection robot to monitor offshore operations on oil and
gas platforms. In their paper, Bjerkeng et al. presented a
flexible camera view based on the weighted pseudoinverse
redundancy resolution method. They could autonomously
monitor the operation of a second industrial robot while
a user could adjust the zoom according to his/her needs.
By appropriately dividing the solution space in task space
and null space, the monitoring robot could perform its main
objective while handling singularities during its motion.
It is worth noticing that an area of improvement could be
in extending the adjustment that the user is allowed to make
also to the viewing angle (compared to only relative distance
adjustments). However, providing more possibilities to adjust
the monitoring viewpoint comes with a cost of increasing the
difficulty of the overall monitoring robot control. Therefore,
this paper illustrates such an approach that allows for more
flexibility in the viewpoint control during operation.
III. VIRTUAL FIXTURES
Virtual fixtures (also called active constraints) are a con-
cept introduced by Rosenberg [2] as a way to anisotropically
influence robot movements. Active constraints are a very
important concept for many telesurgery applications, and
have been thoroughly surveyed in this light by Bowyer et al.
in [6]. For conciseness, the term virtual fixtures will be used
instead of active constraints from now on. This work adopts
the geometric approach discussed by Marayong et al. in [7].
More specifically, the virtual fixtures are represented by a set
of preferred and non-preferred directions of motion which
can be designed to be an abstract surface that the robot’s
end-effector cannot penetrate. The fact that some directions
are identified as non-preferred means that the end-effector
motion will be less compliant along such directions, as if
the end-effector were experiencing some resistance.
It is important to notice that the use of virtual fixtures
is independent of the type of control scheme used on
the robot, which could be either admittance or impedance
control. With a very brief description, we could say that
impedance control imposes a force on the robot (spring-
mass-damper behaviour), while admittance control imposes
a position. With impedance control, forces can be applied to
the robot in response to its interaction with the environment.
In admittance control, the robot motion is purely decided by
the control software and the robot tends to be stiffer when it
gets in contact with external objects. In particular contexts,
admittance control can be seen as a ”safer” approach com-
pared to impedance control due the absence of motion if the
user input drops to zero. However, admittance and impedance
control could be interchanged in many applications. This
paper focuses solely on admittance control, meaning that
the control software will filter the user input and apply the
filtered motion to the master reference (which in this case is
a 3D model of the monitoring robot).
The way to achieve this behaviour in admittance control,
is to filter the user input commands along the directions
described by the virtual fixture.
More particularly, let us assume then to have a 6 ×
n matrix D = D(t), 1 < n < 6 containing the preferred
directions of motion. The dimension of the D matrix is
determined by the type of constraint imposed on the end
effector. For example, if n is 1, the preferred motion is along
a curve in SE(3), or along a surface if n is 2 and so on. As
described by Marayong et al. in [7] and by Hager in [8] the
input vector can then be decomposed along preferred and
non-preferred directions with the Kernel and Span operators:
vD ≡ [D]fin and vτ ≡ 〈D〉fin (1)
where fin is the vector containing the user input motion.
Due to the properties of the Kernel and Span operator (for
more details see Hager in [8]), and since it is possible to write
vD+vτ = v, it is possible to write the following relationship:
v = c([D]+ cτ〈D〉)fin (2)
where cτ ∈ [0,1] is the compliance factor for the non-
preferred directions. The smaller the value of cτ , the smaller
the compliance along the non-preferred directions of motion.
If cτ is chosen to be equal to zero, the virtual constraint is
a hard virtual fixture, as opposed to any other value which
instead would still permit motion along the non preferred
directions.
It is worth observing that, with such definition, the moni-
toring robot’s end-effector can move on a path that is parallel
to the preferred directions of motion specified in D at every
given time, and this is typically the case if, at every instant,
the robot moves along the tangent plane (or line) of the
abstract surface. In fact, the linearisation error accumulates
over time and that results in the end-effector moving onto a
parallel path. Instead of modifying the D matrix by including
an ”attraction” term, the linearisation error is automatically
corrected after every user input command, in order to elim-
inate the drifting component that tends to move the end-
effector away from the virtual fixture. If this correction
is performed at every iteration, provided that the user is
controlling the robot, the ”active” movement that is imposed
on the robot at each iteration is small enough not to be a
concern in terms of safety.
IV. LOCAL VIRTUAL FIXTURES AND
AUTONOMOUS TRACKING
An additional observation is that such virtual fixtures are
not static in the 3D environment where we control the
monitoring robot. Instead, the virtual fixtures can move,
typically together with the end-effector of the task robot.
In the literature they are called dynamic virtual fixtures or
dynamic active constraints [6].
However, we believe the use of this term might be in-
appropriate and misleading here because in this paper we
have designed a virtual fixture that in certain situations
can be manipulated by the user to influence the navigation
capabilities of the monitoring robot.
This section describes the use of a non-compliant virtual
fixture that can be manipulated by certain user commands.
This virtual fixture can be used together with autonomous
tracking motions also when a user performs manual adjust-
ments. Figure 2 shows the conceptual representation of the
local virtual fixture (LVF) with the shape of a sphere. The
end effector of the monitoring robot is constrained on the
sphere’s surface and the whole fixture can move in space
according to the motion of the task robot’s end-effector.
The virtual fixture is initialized with respect to a point or
object in the 3D environment, such as the task robot tool tip
or for example the workpiece. If the point to which the local
virtual fixture is anchored moves inside the workspace, then
the whole fixture moves along as well. As a consequence of
this motion, the monitoring robot is also moving in order to
remain on the virtual sphere’s surface. This behaviour is the
motion that is generated by the autonomous tracking part.
The monitoring robot motion which is instead generated by
user input is only affecting the position of the monitoring
robot’s end-effector relatively to the virtual fixture.
Figure 3 shows schematically how the monitoring robot’s
reference is influenced by both user motion and autonomous
tracking motion. The monitoring robot can be controlled by
any combination of these two sources.
Another property of the local virtual fixture is that in
certain scenarios the user can manually modify the anchor’s
position in the workspace. This scenario is contemplated
because the user should be able to change the ”focus point”
during the operation, meaning that the monitoring robot can
be set to inspect different areas of the workspace while being
constrained to the surface of the local virtual fixture.
v = vu + va and vu = c([D]+ cτ〈D〉)vin (3)
where va is the velocity vector of the autonomous navigation
part. In (3) vu is the user velocity vector that in (2) was
simply called v.
V. VARYING COMPLIANCE
Depending on the application scenario, a noncompliant
virtual fixture can bring advantages as well as disadvantages.
In this particular case, the zero compliance property of the
Fig. 2. A local virtual fixture (spherical surface) to monitor an external
process.
local virtual fixture conveniently allows to fulfil the task
implicit objectives. These objectives are the orientation of the
monitoring robot end-effector (i.e. the camera view) towards
the anchor point (the object that is being inspected) and
a minimum distance from the workpiece or task robot for
example.
However, the local virtual fixture does not give any con-
straint about how the motion should be influenced when ap-
proaching other obstacles. Currently obstacles (or forbidden
region that can be regarded as obstacles) are expressed in the
3D environment as virtual fixtures so to prevent their contact
with the monitoring robot. In the current implementation,
however, it possible that the local virtual fixture partially
intersects one or more obstacles’ forbidden regions if the
user decides to change the inspection target by moving the
local virtual fixture inside the workspace.
Whenever this happens, it is possible to provide more
than just haptic feedback when the monitoring robot comes
in contact with the obstacles virtual fixtures (as it moves
along the LVF surface). The compliance of the system can
be modified to simulate an increase in friction as the robot
approaches an obstacle, even though the robot still only
moves along the preferred directions of motion.
It is important to notice that in the case of a partly
compliant VF, a similar result could be achieved by gradually
changing D = D(t) to exclude the direction of motion that
would move the robot toward the obstacle.
Let us assume to have a spherical LVF, that intersects a
certain obstacle represented by its own VF, Sobst ∈ SE(3).
Let us continue by assuming that the set of point of the
intersection is known, and that for any position of the end ef-
fector xtcp it is possible to determine the point P ∈ Sobst , and
belonging to the intersection, that is closest to the monitoring
robot’s end effector. Let us introduce the varying compliance





1 dist(xtcp,P)> h, 0 < h≤ RLV F
wsdist(xtcp,P) dist(xtcp,P)≤ h, 0 < ws ≤ 1
0 dist(xtcp,P) = 0
(4)
where h is a threshold that determines at what distance
the system starts having less compliance on the preferred
directions, while the term ws is a scaling factor that can be
conveniently chosen as ws = 1h so that c(x(t)) ∈ [0,1]. If the
LVF is spherical, dist(xtcp,P) corresponds to the spherical
distance. If the LVF is not of canonical shape (e.g. is a sensor
generated 3D surface) the distance between two points is
computed as the distance between two nodes on a graph,
where the graph is obtained by sub-sampling the 3D surface.
VI. SPHERICAL VIRTUAL FIXTURE
IMPLEMENTATION
A local virtual fixture with spherical shape has been
implemented (see figure 2), to test the behaviour of the
monitoring robot during motion.
Fig. 3. The simplified control diagram of the monitoring software. Autonomous navigation (or motion) input are in parallel with the user manual navigation.
The user can manually adjust the viewpoint of the monitoring robot during the operation, and the changes issued are added to the autonomous tracking
motion.
The form of the D matrix then has to describe the preferred
motions as the sphere tangent plane that passes through the
monitoring robot’s end-effector. During the initialization, the
control software makes sure that the monitoring robot’s end
effector is touching the virtual fixture surface, by changing
it’s radius if necessary. The D = D(t) matrix takes the form:
D =
[
tx1 ty1 tz1 1 0 1
tx2 ty2 tz2 1 0 1
]T
(5)
where (tx1 , ty1 , tz1) and (tx2 , ty2 , tz2) are the vectors that identify
the tangent plane to the sphere’s surface at any given time.
The tangent vectors will change as the end-effector moves
along the sphere’s surface, making the D matrix time depen-
dent as expected. The elements of D equal to one indicate
the freedom to rotate along the Z and X axis in order to
maintain the focus toward the centre of the virtual fixture.
The framework to control the monitoring robot is based
on Unity3D [9], where a 3D replica of the monitoring robot
serves as the reference for the real hardware (the real robot
is shown in figure 4). The pose of both the 3D reference
and the real robot were recorded to test the performance of
the control software during certain test trajectories. In partic-
ular, the monitoring robot motion has been observed when
performing ideal manual movements, when autonomously
tracking a moving point, and in a combination of the two
motions.
Manual movements are ideal because they are actually
simulated via software for reproducibility purposes. The
input commands are simulated as coming from the same
interface that would be used by the human operator (a
Joystick) but without noise in the resultant motion.
A. Manual Motion
The trajectory used for the manual motion is composed of
four simple steps:
1. Move ”left” with respect to the monitoring tool frame
(or camera view) while zooming out
2. Move ”right” with respect to the monitoring tool frame
(or camera view) while zooming in
3. Move ”right” with respect to the monitoring tool frame
(or camera view) while zooming out
4. Move ”left” with respect to the monitoring tool frame
(or camera view) while zooming in
The robot starting position, the zooming speed and move-
ment speed are reported in table I.
The resultant path has been performed ten times, shifting
the monitoring robot’s end-effector ”downward” (w.r.t. the
monitoring tool frame) of 0.5 millimetres between each
Fig. 4. The industrial setup where a monitoring robot (on the right) can
inspect a workpiece. The way-points shown in the picture are selected via
user adjustments as the process is being carried out. Note that the relative
positioning between the monitoring robot and the task robot changes from
one point to the other.
Starting Position
(J1,J2...J6)








Movement Speed 1.0 [cm/s]
Initial LVF Radius 10 [cm]
Maximum LVF radius 15 [cm]
TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THE MANUAL MOTION TEST.
iteration, as can be noticed by the drift along the X-axis
in figure 5.
Moreover, in this test the user input not only modifies
the position of the monitoring robot on the LVF, but also
directly modifies the radius of the virtual sphere (the zooming
motion). Although changing the radius of the LVF might
seem to contradict the original purpose of a virtual fixture,
such degree of freedom is normally not enabled and can only
be used by a human operator. Finally, the spherical virtual
fixture radius has a minimum value of operation that not even
the user in manual motion can override. This radius limit
prevents the robot from getting too close to the monitoring
target. The tracking error between the 3D model and the real
robot while performing the manual motion test is shown in
figure 6.
B. Manual & Autonomous Motion
The other round of tests consists into combining motion

















Fig. 5. Trajectory for the test with manual motion. The robot moves along
the surface of the local virtual fixture, which has a fixed position.















Tracking error in Manual Motion test
Mean value
Max value


















Fig. 7. Trajectory used for the manual & autonomous test. In this picture
only the manual motion is displayed.
tracking motion. More specifically, in the Unity environment
the local virtual fixture is initialized anchored to a point in
space (referred to as ”tracked point” in table II) that will
start moving back and forth along a line parallel to the Z-
axis, defined by two predefined positions (see table II).
The trajectory generated by manual input instead consists
into a downward movement (vertical axis) followed by a
repetitive left/right movement along the X axis of the end-
effector frame, always constrained to be on the virtual
sphere’s surface. The trajectory followed by the robot if there
was no input coming from the autonomous tracking software
(va = 0) is shown in figure 7.
The path that results from the combination of the two
motion commands is instead shown in figure 8, and the
parameters for the manual and autonomous motion test are
reported in table II.
Robot Starting Position
(J1,J2...J6)














Robot Zooming Speed 1.0 [cm/s]
Robot Movement Speed 1.0 [cm/s]
LVF Radius (constant) 10 [cm]
Tracked Point Speed 2 [cm/s]
TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR THE MANUAL AND AUTONOMOUS MOTION TEST. THE
LVF RADIUS REMAINS CONSTANT DURING THE TEST. THE TRACKED




























Fig. 8. Path generated by the combination of autonomous tracking
movement and manual input commands.
However, it is important to observe that the autonomous
tracking motion can generate complications during operation
if the monitoring task is not designed appropriately. The
monitoring robot can track an abstract point that is only
moving in the 3D representation of the scene (as in the
current experiment) or, alternatively, it can track the task
robot’s end-effector. In any case, the autonomous component
of the motion can set the monitoring robot after unreachable
poses (typically because task robot and monitoring robot
have different sizes). Currently, the autonomous tracking is
disabled whenever this problem arises, and the LVF anchored
to the last reachable position, in order to give priority to the
local virtual fixture constraints that still have to be fulfilled
by the robot. This possibility is a known problem that will
be kept under observation also in future experiments.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This paper discussed how our monitoring robot is capable
of moving inside the workspace respecting the constraints
imposed by the local virtual fixture. It is then possible
to inspect a certain workpiece from different angles while
respecting constraints like ”look at” orientation and min-
imum distance from the objective. With this abstraction,
the monitoring robot can still perform the inspection on a
moving target as shown in the experiments, and manual user
adjustments are still permitted during the operation.
Moreover, the concept of varying compliance has been
introduced as an approach to regulate the monitoring robot
motion on the virtual fixture in the presence of obstacles or
other critical forbidden regions.
However additional complications can occur as the mon-
itoring robot moves in the workspace. It might happen that
the monitoring robot cannot reach a certain viewpoint and
remains stuck due to reachability limitations. Moreover, it is
important to evaluate how the use of local virtual fixtures
and varying compliance are perceived by the user.
Usability is a very important factor, since the user should
be able to operate the monitoring robot for workspace
inspection without a sensible increase in workload.
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Abstract—In this paper we present the findings of a usability
study for a monitoring robotic unit tele-operated via a virtual
fixtures (VF) based control framework. The study aims at
investigating the impact of VF on the robot navigation as well
as the impact of multimodal feedback on the user performance
in a static inspection task. The findings will help in the design of
the monitoring control framework to inspect a robotised welding
process, as it has been researched in previous work. The study
has been conducted with untrained participants, involved in four
(4) different test scenarios. The experiments treated a static case
in which users were asked to navigate the monitoring robot in the
workspace to find a lit LED of a test-piece. The statistical analysis
of the experiment metrics showed a positive impact of the VF
control on the navigation of the monitoring robot even for users
with no previous experience. Moreover, from the analysis of the
task load index forms (TLX) it emerged that the combination
of VF control and additional multimodal feedback improved
the user performance without negatively impacting the effort
required to accomplish the task.
Index Terms—virtual fixtures, monitoring robot, user study,
usability evaluation, multimodal feedback
I. INTRODUCTION
For system integrators, optimizing complex industrial
robotic applications (e.g. robotised welding) is a difficult and
time-consuming task. This is usually due to discrepancies
between the models and the actual behaviour of complex
systems, and the system integrator needs to fine tune the
final installation by trial and error to obtain the desired
quality. This procedure is even more tedious when the operator
cannot access the robotic system once in operation and must
rely on additional sensors to acquire the necessary process
information. However, it is often difficult to find a permanent
placement for the sensors to be able to fully monitor the
process at any given time during the trials, and this would
also be a very expensive and potentially unreliable approach,
if applied to all of the robot installations. While it is hard to
completely remove this trial and error fashion, it is possible to
provide a way to gather process information more effectively
that can be used in several robotic installations. It is then
proposed to provide the system integrator with a monitoring
robot in addition to the robot(s) belonging to the industrial
process that needs to be optimized (also referred to as task
robot(s)). The monitoring robot can be equipped with several
different sensors and can be moved into close proximity of any
installed robot so that it can be used to collect information
from that process during and/or after the operation without
interfering. The system operator can control the monitoring
robot to change its viewpoint and acquire information from
various positions (e.g. inspect a workpiece from different an-
gles). With a more effective way of gathering process data, the
system integrator can perform his/her primary task (optimizing
the industrial process) more efficiently. Since controlling the
monitoring robot is not a primary task, the challenge is to
make such interaction as flawless as possible not to overload
the operator. The operator will control the monitoring robot
with a camera view from its endeffector and via a joystick or
similar interface.
The concept and the framework to control the monitoring
robot and synchronize it with the task robot has been previ-
ously discussed in [1]. The control strategy based on virtual
Fig. 1. Conceptual representation of a virtual fixture. The virtual fixture
prevents the robot’s end-effector from entering a certain forbidden region.
fixtures, its implementation and advantages in a user-centered
design have been presented in more detail in the work of
[2]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there hasn’t been
yet in the literature a user study on the usability of such
control and its effect on untrained participants when applied
to a monitoring task and it will be the main contribution of
this paper. Moreover, the usability study investigates on the
effects on performance and cognitive load that multimodal
feedback introduce and whether they are suitable for this type
of applications. The experiment and its rationale is explained
in section V and the data from the experiments are presented
in section VI. Conclusions are drawn in section VII with some
input for further discussion.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of adopting a secondary robot with the function of
a monitoring unit has been explored by an increasing number
of papers in recent years, as it provides flexibility in the
choice of viewpoint angle in the workspace as well as allowing
any inspection to be performed remotely (so improving EHS
conditions when the industrial process is carried on in a harsh
environment).
Carvalho et al. in [3] discuss virtual reality approaches to
be able to inspect an Oil offshore platform, so as to improve
understanding during simulation before moving to the real
industrial site.
In particular, the work from [4] discussed a modular robot
for autonomous inspection and maintenance of hazardous
industrial scenarios, to be deployed in sites such the CERN
laboratory where maintenance of the extensive equipment is
paramount to the experiments preparation and execution. The
focus in their work is mostly on how to make the navigation
autonomous and enable manipulation skills in such delicate
scenarios and present the information through an adaptive
graphical user interface, presented in [5].
Another important work recently published is the paper
from [6], where the authors propose a method to assist an
operator during a teleoperation task. The approach involves
an external monitoring unit that is autonomously following
the manipulator robot that is controlled by the user. In order
to provide the appropriate viewpoint, the monitoring system
has to use motion prediction and concepts from animation and
graphics in order to evaluate which pose is the best as the user
control the manipulator.
It is also worth mentioning a slightly more dated, but
nonetheless pertinent contribution from [7] where they also
proposed to used a monitoring robot for an industrial task to
be carried offshore.
Although work could be done to integrate subparts of the
autonomous behaviours that have been presented in these
works, this paper focuses on the challenge of having a user
in charge of the monitoring task, and not for example of
the manipulation part as in the work of [6]. The challenge
introduced by a user in charge of the monitoring is in the way
the system handles the navigation of the monitoring robot with
respect to the task robot and the surroundings. Whenever the
Fig. 2. Example scene in the Unity environment with a task robot (on the
left) and the monitoring robot used for the experiments (on the right).
user stops the manual operation, the system could resume its
motion according to the behaviour specified by [6].
III. VIRTUAL FIXTURES
Virtual fixtures (VF) (also called active constraints) are a
concept introduced by [8] as a way to anisotropically influence
robot movements. Active constraints are a very important
concept for many telesurgery applications, and have been
thoroughly surveyed in this light by [9]. The virtual fixtures are
represented by a set of preferred and non-preferred directions
of motion which can be designed to be an abstract surface that
the robots end-effector cannot penetrate. The fact that some
directions are identified as non-preferred means that the end-
effector motion will be less compliant along such directions,
as if the end-effector were experiencing some resistance.
We illustrate in 1 the main equation that dictates how the
monitoring robot’s end-effector velocity is influenced when in
contact with a virtual fixture (see Figure 3 for a schematic
representation):
v = c([D]+ cτ〈D〉)vin (1)
where cτ ∈ [0,1] is the compliance factor for the non-
preferred directions. The smaller the value of cτ , the smaller
the compliance along the non-preferred directions of motion.
If cτ is chosen equal to 0, it provides a hard virtual fixture, as
opposed to any other value which instead would still permit
motion along the non preferred directions.
The details of such control implementation and the design
choices made for its adaptation for using it with a monitoring
robot in tele-operation have been discussed in more depth in
[2].
IV. TEST CASES AND MOTIVATION
A usability evaluation has been conducted to provide in-
sights on the efficacy and benefits of the VF control approach
and of the monitoring framework in general. It is important
to evaluate in particular whether the control of the monitoring
robot does not increase too much the mental and cognitive
load of the operator. In fact, the goal of the operator is to
inspect the workspace and the process carried out in it and
not to control the monitoring robot per se.
The main questions that are being investigated in this section
are the following:
• Does the VF control framework allow the operator to con-
trol the monitoring robot without overloading him/her?
This question will be answered by comparing TLX in-
dexes among the scenarios where VF redirection was not
enabled to the ones where it was active.
• What are the effects on performance introduced by the
VF control framework?
This question will be answered by comparing the average
completion time among the different experiment scenar-
ios.
• What are the effects of an extra feedback modality on the
user TLX score and performance?
The final question will investigate if an extra feedback
modality can improve performance in this particular task,
and what are the effects on the users’ TLX scores when
this feedback is introduced, with particular focus on the
users’ cognitive load.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of the monitoring robot is to assist the system
integrator in the tuning phase of an industrial process, which is
the main task for the system integrator. It is therefore important
that the monitoring robot can be controlled with as little effort
as possible not to increase the workload and the time needed
during the optimization phase. It is known that when manual
input is allowed for robotic systems, both the control scheme
and the user interface greatly contribute to decrease the overall
complexity for the human operator.
The modes of controlling the monitoring robot are two:
unconstrained and constrained. In the first mode, the camera
view (the robots end effector essentially) can be freely moved
inside the workspace with a simple mapping of rotation and
translation to the joysticks buttons. In the second mode, the
camera view (position and orientation) is influenced by virtual
surfaces defined via software.
The experiments aim at investigating whether untrained
users can more efficiently accomplish the task of acquiring
information from a process with the help of a virtual fixture
based control. The VF based control should assist the user
Fig. 3. Representation of the steps of the velocity filtering when colliding
with a VF. The computation and control algorithm are performed in Unity.
in respecting secondary objectives such as minimum distance
from specific objects or from the workpiece without requiring
additional effort from the the operator. Choosing the most
appropriate metrics
The metrics that are collected for both the static and
dynamic scenarios are the following:
• Completion time (CT): this is the time to complete a
single task, from the start event to the end event. The
start of a task is identified by a LED lit and followed by
a notification to the user. The task ends when the user
finds and correctly classifies the lit LED’s colour.
• Number of commands (NC): the number of control com-
mands that a user inputted during a single task.
• Number of corrective actions (NCA): the number of times
the system with VF actively filters a user movement that
would otherwise violate a forbidden region.
• Number of pseudo-violations (NPV): the number of times
that the robot collides with a VF and has to be either
stopped or redirected.
The static experiment setup consists in a 6-dof manipulator
equipped with a RGB camera. The experiment workpiece (see
Figure 5, placed in front of the robot, is a Raspberry Pi with
eight multicolour LEDs that can be lit remotely from the Unity
framework.
The user’s task is to identify which LED is lit at a certain
time and what is its colour. To accomplish the task, the users
must control the camera view via a joystick to be able to
look at the correct LED and identify the LEDs colour (input
mapping shwown in Figure 6).
Each user is asked to find the coloured LED 4 times in
a single session. Once these four (4) attempts have been
accomplished the user is asked to fill a NASA-TLX form and
the experiment is then over.
Four (4) experiments have been conducted, each with fifteen
(15) participants. As it is shown in table I, the number of
elements that could influence the users’ performance was in-
creased from one experiment to the next. The added obstacles
are invisible to the users, and have one additional property
in addition to their position and shape: the compliance. As
described in more detail in the work of [2], the compliance
changes how ”hard” an obstacle is in response to the user
motion that would penetrate it. For all the experiments,
spherical virtual fixtures were used. However, in some cases,
overlapping so that to the user the obstacles didn’t always have
a spherical shape. The Unity environment is shown in Figure
7 as well as the visual feedback element used in one of the
experiment scenarios.
• Scenario A - simple free motion without VF redirection,
with no obstacles in the workspace. In the first experi-
ment, the only virtual fixtures that have been used were
to ensure the safety of the workspace and the robot.
• Scenario B - introduces obstacles in the workspace.
The users’ goal is unchanged but the robot will have
constrained motion every time it will come in contact with
a virtual fixture. In the second experiment, whenever the
Fig. 4. The simplified control diagram of the monitoring software. Autonomous navigation (or motion) input are in parallel with the user manual navigation.
The user can manually adjust the viewpoint of the monitoring robot during the operation, and the changes issued are added to the autonomous tracking motion.
Fig. 5. Experiment piece used for the static experiment. The LEDs are
triggered via a Python script on the Raspberry Pi.
robot is colliding with a virtual fixture the only motion
allowed is in a direction that resolves completely the
collision state, generally along the normal of the VF on
the point of contact.
• Scenario C - introduces virtual fixture redirection, which
facilitate the robot motion when it comes in contact with
an obstacle.
• Scenario D - visual and haptic feedback component added
to the experiment scenario. The feedback is provided
when the user is ”about to” collide with an obstacle, and
TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFICULTY ELEMENTS IN THE EXPERIMENT
SCENARIOS
Obstacles VF Redirection Add. Feedback
Free Workspace - - -
Obstacle Baseline X - -
Obstacle Redirection X X -
Obstacle Feedback X X X
Fig. 6. Input mapping for the joystick used to control the monitoring robot.
The commands are from the camera perspective, which corresponds to the
robot’s TCP.
also during the collision state.
VI. USER TRIALS RESULTS
We describe the experiment setup, with the rationale behind
(we want the monitoring robot to navigate in the work-space,
and we want the user to accomplish a task that requires specific
positions and orientations). Describe which different experi-
ment have been performed (static and with obstacles) with the
hypothesis behind, or at least the expected observations. Then
we explain the first static experiment, with how many users
and how many trials per users with what have been recorded
Fig. 7. The 3D arrow used for for the visual feedback in the fourth experiment
scenario and the Unity scene view of the obstacles.
Fig. 8. Average completion times for each experiment scenario
during their trials. We discuss also the TLX questionnaire that
each user had to fill after their experiment session. We show
the graph of the average completion times and average actions
per target.
Each participant is asked to complete a task four (4) times,
consisting in locating and classifying one lit LED with the
monitoring robot. For each time the metrics are collected,
leading to four measurements per metric for a single user trial.
Each user performs exactly one trial. We aim at avoiding a
”learning trend” as much as possible since we are not inter-
ested in the decrease of completion time and the improvement
of the metrics over successive trials but we are rather interested
in the differences between the two group of users and their
performance with the different control modes.
The participants are mostly students from the last year of
BSc and first year of MSc studies (average age is 24.6±1.87),
with no restrictions on the type of background.
From Figure 10 it can be seen that the average effort
decreases from an only obstacles scenario when redirection
Fig. 9. Average number of NCA and NPV for each experiment set.
TABLE II
COMMON PARAMETERS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENT SCENARIOS. EACH
SCENARIO HAS THE SAME MONITORING ROBOT STARTING POSITION.
Robot Starting Position
(J1,J2...J6)






Number of LED Targets 8
Number of Trials per User 4
Robot Zooming Speed 1.0 [cm/s]
Robot Movement Speed 1.0 [cm/s]



















TLX - Average Effort Index 
Free Workspace Obstacles Baseline Obstacles Redirection Obstacle Feedback
Fig. 10. Average effort index from the TLX forms.
and additional feedback are introduced, remaining however
still greater than the first scenario of the free workspace.
This pattern has also characterized the CT analysis, and still
positively hinting that although obstacles are increasing the
difficulty of the task, redirection and additional feedback
contribute in making the task easier for the user.
Performing the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on
the users effort scores, it can be stated that there is statistically
significant difference between the groups (F(3,56) = 13.89,
p = 6.98 ·10−6). Furthermore, the post hoc tests showed that
there is a statistically significant difference between the Ob-
stalce Baseline scenario and Obstacle Redirection (P= 0.003),
but not significant enough between Obstacle Redirection and
Obstacle Feedback (P = 0.59). This latest result is likely
to indicate that the VF redirection plays the bigger role in
decreasing the perceived effort to accomplish the task. It is
a positive finding in that the most difficult part of the task
consisted in avoiding the invisible obstacles, rather than just
controlling the monitoring robot to reach a different point
of view. The additional feedback did not seem to increase
the overall mental load according to the results of the TLX:
the mental, physical and temporal scores remained fairly
consistent across the different experiment, suggesting that
the task was not ”rushed”, was not demanding in terms of
physical abilities, nor was requiring high problem solving
capabilities which is still consistent with the intention of
the experiment scenarios. However, the additional visual and
haptic feedback did have an effect on the performance score. In
Fig. 11. Average performance index from the TLX forms.
particular, there is statistically significant difference between
the different experiment performance scores (F(3,56)= 10.89,
p = 9.75 ·10−6), with the graph comparison shown in Figure
11.
The most interesting detail is that in this case, scenario C
(Obstacle Redirection) and scenario D (Obstacle Feedback)
present a statistically significant difference (P = 0.035), and
at the same time the performance reported in the scenario D,
where the additional feedback was provided, is very close to
the average performance reported in the free workspace of
scenario A. Combined with the previous finding, this analy-
sis suggests that the monitoring robot navigation is actually
improved by the VF redirection, and the additional feedback
has the effect of making the users feel more efficient at
accomplishing the task: if this effect cannot be concluded
by looking at the completion times alone, it resonates in the
decrease of NCA and NPV thanks to the presence of the
additional visual clue and haptic feedback of the duration of
the collision with an obstacle.
VII. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
This paper examined the effects of different elements in
the monitoring framework on users’ performance and the
relationships with their task evaluation. Four different ex-
periments were carried out, each experiment with 15 users
that were instructed to navigate the monitoring robot to find
an LED target multiple times. Each scenario introduced an
additional element in the system that affected the navigation,
either negatively (like the invisible obstacles) or positively
(like VF redirection and additional visual and haptic feedback).
Following the experiments with a statistical analysis of the user
responses and metrics, it was observed that the VF redirection
affects positively the navigation of the monitoring robot. The
average CT showed a meaningful decrease from the scenario
with obstacles only to the scenarios where obstacles were
present but redirection was enabled (see also Table III for the
ANOVA summary).
Moreover, the extra feedback modality affected the perfor-
mance score from the TLX form, with the most statistically
significant difference. The results indicate that the additional
visual feedback, together with haptic information about the
duration of the collision with an obstacle, positively affects
the user’s performance, and in the presented form are suitable
TABLE III
STATISTICALLY MEANINGFUL DIFFERENCE FROM THE ANALYSIS OF
VARIANCE (ANOVA)
Statistical Difference









candidates for the type of navigation task that the monitoring
robot is expected to carry out in an actual industrial setup.
It is important to mention that the development of the
monitoring robot and the VF redirection control finally aims
at addressing challenges that are faced in the welding industry
during robotized welding. The usability evaluation has a key
role in understanding what were the effects of the proposed
control framework and monitoring solution in a laboratory
setup that replicates part of the difficulties encountered during
and actual industrial case.
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